THE BLESSING
40 Day Prepare and Renew Challenge
Dear Candidates preparing for the Blessing and Beloved Blessed Central Families:
The following is a 40 day prayer and study condition prepared by Inguk Seo, the then
Director of the Second Generation Blessing Department, for Second Generation Couple
that were Blessed in 2009, to be used during their 40 day separation period after the
Blessing. I have found this material to be relevant and valuable and am suggesting that it
be used by candidates preparing for the matching and Blessing, newly Blessed Central
Families during their 40 day separation period after the Blessing, and periodically by all
Blessed Central Families as they walk their paths of restoration and advancement towards
fulfilling the Three Blessings and working to build CIG upon this earth. Please utilize this
material as part of a 40 day challenge to prepare, refresh, and renew your Blessing, and to
inspire your couple to fulfill Our Heavenly Parent’s Will and Hope for all Blessed Central
Families.
Blessings and Love,
ITN,
Alice Fleisher – 8/10/2013

First 10 days
Dear candidates preparing for the Blessing and Beloved Blessed Central Families:
Please read these speeches for the first 10 days of the 40-day condition of
Education through Hoon Dok Hwe.
1. Peace Message 10 - God's Model - Absolute Sexual Morality.doc
2. Change of Blood Lineage - 1970.doc
 The entire condition is to read a minimum of 40 minutes of God's Word
daily.
 Some additional aspects, such as writing your reflection and testimony of
your matching/Blessing experience and sharing it with your spouse, can be
valuable points to share.
May God bless and guide you through His word.
Prepared by, Inguk Seo – 2009
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Second 10 days
Dear candidates preparing for the Blessing and Beloved Blessed Central Families:
Please use the following material taken from “Blessing and Ideal Family”, Chapter
7:
‘True Husband and Wife and the ideal Family’
Topics covered:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The Original Relationship of Husband and Wife
The Ideal of the True Husband and Wife, Which Must Be Restored
The Position of the Blessed Couples
Ideal Husband and Wife
Conjugal Love
The Destiny of a Couple

 Please read this speech for the second 10 days of the 40-day condition of
Education through Hoon Dok Hwe.
 The entire condition is to read a minimum of 40 minutes of God's Word daily
from
 This material is to be used for the second 10 days.
May God bless and guide you through His word.
Prepared by, Inguk Seo – 2009
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Third 10 days
Dear candidates preparing for the Blessing and Beloved Blessed Central Families:
Please read the following material taken from “Blessing and Ideal Family”, Chapter
6:
The Value and the Mission of the Blessed Families
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The Value of Blessed Families
Blessed Families Should Receive the True Parents' Guidance
The Reason for the Blessing
The Mission and Responsibility of the Blessed Families
The Blessed Families Have the Mission of the Chief Priests
Blessed Families Who Are to be Responsible for the Mission of the Three
Time Periods
7. Be A Tribal Messiah
8. The Inevitable Destiny of the Blessed Families
9. The Way the Blessed Couples Should Go
 Please read this speech for the 3rd 10 days of the 40-day condition of
Education through Hoon Dok Hwe..I wanted to tell you that you don’t need
to read this speech if you think you have better one to read. For example,
one of couples told me that they prefer to read the book called ‘True Love’,
volume one, The Restoration of True Love. But in case you don’t have any
particular words for 40-day condition, please read the attached words.
May God bless and guide you through His word.
Prepared by, Inguk Seo – 2009
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Fourth 10 Days

Dear candidates preparing for the Blessing and Beloved Blessed Central Families:
Please read from the following section from “Blessing and Ideal Family”, Chapter 7:
The Life of the Blessed Family
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The Blessed Family Should be a Good Example
The Family Life of Blessed Families Pledge of the Families:
The Life of Husband and Wife in a Blessed Family
The Providential Life of Blessed Families
Life of Faith of Blessed Families
Life Centering upon the Trinity
The Collective Life of the Blessed Families

 Please read this speech for the 4th (LAST) 10 days of the 40-day condition
of Education through Hoon Dok Hwe.
May God bless and guide you through His word.
Prepared by, Inguk Seo - 2009
Copyright Blessed Family Department bfd.usa.admin@gmail.com
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Text for the First 10 Days:
God’s Model For Absoluteness, Peace and the Ideal Is The Family and
Global Kingdom Upholding Absolute Sexual Morality
Rev. Sun Myung Moon
November 21, 2006

Korea International Exhibition Center

Goyang, Korea

Beloved blessed families of the world, respected Ambassadors for Peace, leaders from all walks
of life, and distinguished guests from at home and abroad:
Today is a significant day in the history of God's providence; it begins the forty-seventh year
since I declared Children's Day. There are four great milestones that must be reached and
established in the providential course of restoration through indemnity, in order to fulfill God's
purpose of creation that was lost through the Fall of Adam and Eve, our first ancestors. They are:
God's Day, Parents' Day, Children's Day, and the Day of All Things. This is the first observance
of True Children's Day, one of the four great providential milestones, following the victory of the
Coronation for God's Kingship in 2001 and the beginning of the providence of Cheon Il Guk
(God's Kingdom) that was proclaimed at the time of the Entrance Ceremony of the Cheon Jeong
Gung Peace Palace and the coronation ceremony, in June this year.
To commemorate this significant day and renew our resolve, I would like to convey Heaven's
words on the subject of "God's Model for Absoluteness, Peace and the Ideal Is the Family and
Global Kingdom Upholding Absolute Sexual Morality," which is a summary of the message
from Heaven that I have given to the 6.5 billion people of the world over the past year. It is to
remind you once again of your role and mission from the viewpoint of God's providence, and of
the importance of the age in which you are living.
These words are the words of life that 120 international religious leaders who received them
from True Parents directly are proclaiming in 120 nations of the world. The world speaking tour
carried out by members of the three generations of the family of the True Parents has opened the
path to the salvation of humanity through Heaven's message and the Blessing. On that
foundation, these religious leaders who represent the Cain-type world have taken up the cause
and are traveling to every corner of the world.

The Emergence of the Universal Peace Federation
Ladies and gentlemen, throughout history, people have worked continuously for peace, based
upon human effort alone. Consider the confrontation between democracy and communism.
Outwardly, the difference between the two was the extent to which they recognized and insured
individual rights and freedoms. Yet from the viewpoint of God's providence, Communism and
democracy were like children who had lost their parents. The two divided into the positions of
Cain and Abel respectively and became trapped in the fetters of fraternal conflict.
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Throughout history, peace movements inevitably reached their limit and ended in failure because
they were carried out by imperfect human beings. This why the United Nations, although
launched with the splendid dream of realizing world peace, today has to admit its innate
limitations and confess that it can no longer give hope to humanity. This is simply because the
UN was launched during the era prior to the time when God could directly govern the unfolding
of His providence in history.
Now, however, it is entirely possible for the Universal Peace Federation to fulfill its mission to
unite heaven and earth and form the kingdom of the peaceful, ideal world. That is because it
represents God's victory and the fruit of the True Parents' blood, sweat and tears. Therefore, the
Universal Peace Federation is the world's cherished hope. It will carry out the role of an Abeltype counterpart to the existing "Cain-type" United Nations, to renew the UN and provide the
leadership for a new sovereignty of universal peace known in Korean as Cheon Il Guk.
Therefore, please bear in mind that you, as the world's leaders, are given the heavenly mission to
build God's substantial homeland, which is no less than the ideal that God intended at the time of
creation.

God's Purpose of Creation
Respected world leaders, what do you think is God's ultimate purpose for creating human
beings? It is to experience joy through relating with ideal families filled with true love. What
does an ideal family look like? When God first created human beings, He made Adam
representing all men and Eve representing all women, with the intention that they become
owners of true love. Then what was the quickest way for them to cultivate a character of true
love? Simply put, it was to secure a parent–child relationship with God, whereby they could live
in attendance to God as their Father and form a model family embodying God's ideal of peace.
They were to have followed the path of living as one family with God, experiencing joy
eternally.
God created Adam and Eve and established them as the first ancestors of humankind to form the
model family and establish the ideal of peace. He committed Himself completely to raising them
as His son and daughter, who were to be encapsulations of the entire cosmos, mediators between
the spiritual and physical worlds, and lords of creation, and who would be joined with Him
through true love, true life and true lineage.
Ladies and gentlemen, it was necessary for Adam and Eve to establish a model, peaceful, ideal
family. God, the Absolute Being, created human beings as His children in order to instill in them
absolute values on the basis of an absolute standard. Thus, human beings must follow the way of
that absolute standard in keeping with the demands of the heavenly path. This means we must
follow our destined life course in order to attend God, the Absolute Being, as our Parent. In other
words, for people to perfect themselves in resemblance of God and obtain the stature of people
of character who can be called sons and daughters of the Absolute Being, they must follow the
path based on the absolute standard determined by Heaven. The essence of this path is the
standard of absolute sexual morality.
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Absolute Sexual Morality
The first stage is maintaining absolute sexual morality -- in other words a standard of absolute
sexual purity -- prior to getting married.
After we are born, we go through a process of growth. We pass through infancy and childhood in
a very safe and secure environment under our parents' love and protection. We then enter the
time of adolescence, which signals the start of a new and dynamic life as we forge relationships
on a totally new level with those around us, as well as with all things of creation. This is the
moment when we begin to travel the path to becoming an absolute human being -- internally,
through the perfection of our character, and externally, by reaching adulthood.
Yet, at this time there is an absolute prerequisite that human beings must uphold no matter who
they are; that is maintaining their purity. Sexual purity is based on an absolute model of sexual
morality for human beings. God gave it to His children as their destined responsibility and duty,
to be carried out in order to fulfill the ideal of creation. This heavenly path is thus the way to
perfect an absolute model of sexual morality.
What was the single word, the one and only commandment God gave to Adam and Eve, the first
human ancestors, upon their creation? It was the commandment and blessing to maintain an
absolute standard of sexual abstinence until Heaven's approval of their marriage. We find this in
the Bible passage that indicates that Adam and Eve would surely die on the day they ate of the
fruit of the knowledge of good and evil. If they had refrained from eating and had observed
Heaven's commandment, they would have perfected their character and, as co-creators, stood
with God, the Creator, as His equals. Furthermore, they would have taken dominion over the
creation and become the lords of the universe enjoying eternal and ideal happiness.
It was God's blessing that He told them to preserve their purity so that they could be married
with His Blessing as His true children, become true husband and wife, produce true children and
become true parents. This deepens our understanding of this commandment: it was not
something separate from absolute sexual morality, which is a principle of God's creation. The
profound truth that lay hidden within God's commandment throughout history was this: human
beings must inherit and live by a model of sexual morality that is intrinsic to God's ideal for
creation in order to perfect their individuality as God's children, and establish themselves as lords
of creation.
Second is the absolute model of sexual morality in the relationship of husband and wife. More
precious than life itself, this is the heavenly law of absolute fidelity.
Husband and wife are eternal partners given to each other by Heaven. Through having children,
they become the co-creators of true love, true life, and true lineage, and the original source of
that which is absolute, unique, unchanging and eternal. This is because it is a heavenly principle
that people cannot give birth to children by themselves, even if they live for a thousand years.
How can people who preserve their purity before marriage and become bonded together in purity
as husband and wife by Heaven deviate from the heavenly way and go astray, following the
wrong path? Human beings are different from animals; if they understand God's purpose in
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creating them as His children, they will realize that wrong path is one of betrayal and defiance to
the Creator beyond imagination; it is a path of destruction along which they dig their own graves.
Resulting from the human Fall, this path is outside the realm of the ideal of creation.
Ladies and gentlemen, absolute sexual morality is the greatest blessing that Heaven has bestowed
on humankind. Without adhering to the standard of absolute sexual morality, the path to the
perfection of one's character, to spiritual maturity, is closed. Furthermore, without securing the
foundation of absolute sexual morality within a true family through perfected persons, it is
impossible for God to establish His stature as a personal God and incarnate God. In order for
God, the Absolute Being, to have direct dominion over our lives and to live and share joy with
us, we who were created as His object partners and children must assume the form of a perfected
family based on the standard of absolute sexual morality, as God does. Only within the
boundaries of a family upholding absolute sexual morality is it possible to create relationships
based on an ideal model of sexual ethics for life as it originally should have been. This life
includes the three-generational realm of grandparents, parents, children and grandchildren.
Please understand clearly that God's eternal life and a human being's eternal life are made
possible only on this foundation.
Therefore, if, upholding absolute sexual morality, Adam and Eve had achieved individual
perfection -- the perfection of their character -- in accordance with God's will, and entered into
conjugal relations through His Blessing, they would have attained complete oneness with Him.
God would have dwelt within their union. Also, their children would have been linked to this
holy order of love, enjoying a direct relationship with God as their Parent. In other words, the
marriage of the perfected Adam and Eve, based on their absolute sexual morality, would have
been God's own marriage. While God is forever God, also Adam and Eve would have become
the embodiment of God. They would have become God's body. God would have settled inside
their minds and hearts to become the True Parent of humankind in both the spiritual and physical
worlds, on the foundation of absolute sexual morality.

The Importance of Lineage
Do you know what has pained God's heart most, causing Him the greatest grief over the long
history since the Fall of Adam and Eve? God lost His lineage. With it, God lost the basis of
human brotherhood and even His ownership over the creation. God's lineage is more precious
than life itself. Without it, the fruits of true life and true love never matured. They became
instead the fruits of Satan, lacking any relationship with God. From them descended the 6.5
billion people now covering the earth. Ladies and gentlemen, lineage is more important than life
and more precious than love. Life and love come together to create lineage. Lineage cannot be
established if either life or love is missing. Therefore, among the three -- love, life and lineage -lineage is the fruit. God's lineage contains the seed of true love. God's lineage provides the
context and environment for a true life.
Hence, for us to become the ideal people envisioned by God, that is, people of ideal character,
and to create ideal families, we first need to be linked to His lineage. To take it a step further,
only when we are linked to God's lineage is it possible to create God's homeland, the ideal
nation. The kingdom of the peaceful, ideal world is established in this way through relationships
based on absolute sexual morality.
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Please inscribe the importance of lineage in your hearts. I cannot emphasize this enough. This is
because the parent–child relationship is the highest and most important of all relationships, and
the model, lineal relationship between parent and child is the only way through which God's
lineage can be bequeathed and made to last forever. You must be clear on this point.
Instead, false love, false life and false lineage have infested the earth. God's love, life and lineage
fell into the hands of the adulterer Satan, the enemy of love. Heaven and earth were suffocated
and transformed into hell. The world became a wretched place, far from God's presence. Yet
humanity to this day lives in ignorance of this. People are deluded into believing that the lineage
of the enemy is the lifeline upon which the world depends. This is the wretched truth about
humanity descended from the Fall. That is why we refer to this world as hell on earth. God views
humanity's tragic situation with a heart full of pain.
Furthermore, when, due to the Fall, Satan gained control of the realm of lineage, he also usurped
the right of the elder son and the right of ownership. God is like a father who worked and
sweated his entire life to accumulate assets for his children, only to have a thief steal everything
in one night. Who can comprehend the sorrowful, painful heart of God? God lost His lineage,
lost His children, and was forced to hand over the ownership of the nations and world to Satan.
However, the life of Rev. Moon, whose task it is to complete the mission of the True Parents, has
been one of sorrow, marked by inexpressible suffering and persecution.
The third Adam, the True Parent, needs to indemnify and completely reverse all the failures of
the first and second Adams. It is a mission to complete not only the mission of the Savior,
Messiah, and Lord at his second coming, but also the mission of all those major figures on whom
religions are based. With similarities to the process of God's creation of the universe, his life has
constituted the great work of the re-creation of humanity, where not even the smallest error is
permitted. It has been a lonely course that cannot be fully comprehended by anyone.
It has been a course that took him down thorny paths through the wilderness -- paths that he had
to follow while utterly alone. Not even God could acknowledge him. Hovering many times
between life and death, even vomiting blood, his life has been one of establishing a model of
sexual morality, the life of a phoenix that had to rise again to remain true to his promise to God.
Though he was innocent, Rev. Moon has had to endure unjust imprisonment six times: for
working in the underground independence movement when he was studying in Japan in his early
days; for propagating the will of God in Pyongyang, which was under communist rule
immediately after Korea's independence; during the Syngman Rhee administration after Korea
had been reborn as a free nation; and, furthermore, even in the United States, which proudly
presents itself to the world as a model of democracy. Who on earth can understand the life of
Rev. Moon -- a life that has been one of perfecting a model of sexual morality? His has been a
life of misery, which he has endured by biting his tongue, for the sake of comforting God, and
for the salvation of the fallen people of the world who are suffering in the realm of death. Even
now, if one person were to look into my heart and speak a word of sympathy, I would burst into
tears and my tears would flow like a waterfall.
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There is only one way to recover the realm of lineage, the right of the elder son and the right of
ownership. This is the path to win the natural subjugation of Satan, to have Satan surrender
voluntarily. What is the secret to accomplish this? It is only by the power of true love, when we
love our enemies more than we love our own children.

True Love
Then what is true love? Its essence is to give, to live for the sake of others and for the sake of the
whole. True love gives, forgets that it has given, and continues to give without ceasing. True love
gives joyfully. We find it in the joyful and loving heart of a mother who cradles her baby in her
arms and nurses it at her breast. True love is sacrificial love, as with a filial son who gains his
greatest satisfaction through helping his parents.
When we are bound together in true love, we can be together forever, continually rejoicing in
each other's company. The attraction of true love brings all things in the universe to our feet;
even God will come to dwell with us. Nothing can compare to the value of true love. It has the
power to dissipate the barriers fallen human beings created, including national boundaries and
the barriers of race and even religion.
The main attributes of God's true love are that it is absolute, unique, unchanging and eternal, so
whoever practices true love will live with God, share His happiness, and enjoy the right to
participate as an equal in His work. Therefore, a life lived for the sake of others, a life of true
love, is the absolute prerequisite for entering the kingdom of heaven.

The Spirit World Really Exists
Ladies and gentlemen, each person has a mind and body, and a spirit self that is more elevated
than the mind. God resides in the world in which we live with our physical bodies and also in the
spirit world, to which our spirits are destined to pass on. Therefore, only when we have become
completely one with God in true love are we complete. Such a perfected person might be a small
individual but would represent all of history and all potential future relationships, and so could
be said to possess infinite value. Once we are aware of this cosmic value, we realize that our
lives should be led by and carried out in service to our minds for the sake of perfecting a
standard of absolute sexual morality.
That is why your conscience knows and perceives not only every action you have performed but
also every thought you have entertained. Your conscience is aware of these things before your
own teachers, parents or even God are. Hence, if you were to live in absolute obedience to the
commands of your conscience, which is your teacher for eternity, you would be absolutely
guaranteed to have eternal life. Such is the way of God's creation.
When viewing the structure of a human being from a different angle, we can recognize that God
created us as beings with dual characteristics. He created our physical bodies as miniatures of the
corporeal, tangible world and our spiritual bodies as representatives of and lords of the
incorporeal world. Accordingly, a human being is intended to live for a hundred years or so in
the physical world and, once the physical body ceases functioning, to pass on naturally and
automatically into the incorporeal, spirit world. In this way, though it cannot be perceived by the
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eyes in our physical bodies, the spirit world is the automatic and inevitable extension of our lives
on earth, humankind's eternal, original homeland, created by God.
The spirit world does actually exist. It is not a world that has been fantasized or imagined into
existence. We do not have the right of choice concerning it. It is not a world we can go to if we
please or refuse to go to if we would rather not. Just as God is eternal and unchanging, the spirit
world He created is also eternal and unchanging. Just as we live in the physical world in our
physical bodies and form all sorts of relationships with the existing world, even in the spirit
world we are destined to go on living in our spiritual bodies, forming and maintaining close
relationships with all phenomena of the spirit world.

The Relationship between the Spiritual and Physical Bodies
However, in the relationship between the spirit and the physical body of a human being, the spirit
is the more important of the two. The physical body lasts for about a hundred years before it
stops functioning, but the spirit lasts eternally, transcending time and space. Isn't even a person
who dresses and fares well in the physical world bound to die? Therefore, before you pass on to
the next world, you should achieve unity between your physical and spiritual bodies by living
your earthly life in such a way that you meet the standards of both the physical and spiritual
worlds.
In other words, you have the responsibility to perfect your spirit within your physical bodies
based on the finite life you live in the tangible, physical world. This does not mean, however,
that the perfection of a spirit self happens automatically. Only on the basis of your having
achieved complete unity between your mind and body during your earthly life, by expressing
true love through actions, can your spirit self fully mature.
Ladies and gentlemen, in order for fruit to ripen and be put into storage in autumn, it must first
pass through the growing process of spring and summer and be provided with the nutrients
supplied by nature and the tender loving care of its owner. Fruit grown in an orchard by a lazy
and ignorant owner will be afflicted with all kinds of diseases and be affected by foul weather.
Eventually it will fall from the tree before it is ripe, or be classified as worm-infested. Though it
will still be fruit, it will be different from other fruit since it will never be good enough to sell in
the market.
Fruit that has fully matured on the tree will automatically go into the owner's storehouse.
Similarly, only when the spirit of a person has reached perfection during his life in the physical
world, which can be likened to the tree, can it automatically enter the incorporeal spirit world of
the kingdom of heaven. In other words, a person will enter the kingdom of God in heaven
automatically only when he has qualified for and enjoyed the kingdom of heaven on earth by
living as a fully mature person while in his physical body.
While living on earth, your every action and movement is recorded on your spirit self without
exception, with the public laws of Heaven as the standard. Accordingly, you will enter the spirit
world in the form of your spirit self, which has recorded your life on earth with 100 percent
accuracy. Your spirit will show plainly whether you have led a ripe life of goodness, or a wormy,
rotten life of sinfulness. What this means is that it is not God who will judge you; you will be
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your own judge. If you are aware of this astonishing rule from Heaven, will the remaining days
of your life on earth be spent in selfishness and immorality, succumbing to all the temptations of
Satan and in pursuit of nothing but pleasure? No, rather you will abstain from injuring and
scarring your spirit bodies, even at the risk of your earthly life. Please bear this truth in mind:
Whether you are bound for heaven or for hell is determined by your thoughts, speech and
behavior in each moment. Nevertheless, when you look into your lives, undeniably, your outer
self and inner self are in a constant relationship of conflict and struggle. How much longer will
you allow this fighting to continue? Ten years? A hundred years? In contrast, there is undeniably
a proper order for all forms of existence in the universe. This indicates that God did not create
human beings in this state of conflict and disorder. You need to know that it is your duty and
responsibility as a human being to dispel all temptations directed at your outer self, your physical
body, perfect absolute sexual morality and be victorious in life by following the way of your
inner self -- your conscience. Heavenly fortune will be with those who lead their lives in such a
way. They will attain the perfection of their spiritual selves.

The Kingdom of Heaven and the Family
Ladies and gentlemen, what kind of place is heaven? In brief, heaven is a world overflowing
with God's true love. True love is its axis. True love is everywhere, in the outward expression as
well as in the inward thought. Everyone's life is filled with true love from beginning to end. The
people of heaven are born through true love, live in the embrace of true love, and follow the
track of true love all the way to the day they pass on into the next world, the spirit world.
Heaven is a natural world where all people live for the sake of one another. Consequently,
antagonism and jealousy cannot be found anywhere in that world. It is not a world governed by
money, position or power. In heaven, the success of every person represents the success of the
whole, the likes of every person represent the likes of the whole, and the joy of every person
represents the joy of the whole.
Heaven is a world filled with the air of true love, where all breathe true love. Its life throbs with
love, everywhere and all the time. The citizens of heaven are all linked together through their
common membership in God's lineage. There, the whole world and all its people are linked
together in an inseparable relationship, like the cells in our bodies. True love, the love that is
God's essence, is Heaven's only governing power. Accordingly, God also exists for true love.

A Family of Three Generations Living in Harmony
When seeking after the lost ideal of the original family, there should be someone in the position
of perfected Adam, someone in the position of Jesus, and someone in the position of the Lord at
his second coming. From that starting point, we can establish the family in which God will
dwell. In that family, three generations -- grandparents, parents and children -- will live in
harmony. Parents and children will serve and attend the grandparents, because they represent the
family's ancestors, its historical root.
Ladies and gentlemen, the family sets the pattern for living together in harmony. It is the model
for living together as one. There we have love and respect between parents and children, mutual
fidelity and love between husband and wife, and trust and mutual reliance among siblings. This
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means that you need to establish a true family wherein the stem of true love emerges from the
root of true love and bears the fruit of true love.
In this manner, the three generations of grandparents, parents, and children should live together
as one family and serve the eternal God. God desires to see such families, and it is your
responsibility as tribal messiahs and Ambassadors for Peace to seek after and establish them -families of Cheon Il Guk, the Kingdom of God.
Ladies and gentlemen, you should form families that God will miss and yearn to return to after
He has been away. He should feel comfortable to visit your home like any parent coming to visit
his or her children. This is what it means to live in service to God.
Within such a family, God is the vertical subject of your conscience, and your conscience is the
vertical subject of your body. Thus, unity with God brings your mind and body into unity.
Family members who have established that vertical axis can perfect the four realms of love and
heart: parental love, conjugal love, children's love, and siblings' love. That family links all
directions: up and down, front and rear, right and left. They revolve around each other in
everlasting spherical motion. This is God's eternal, model, ideal family, which expands to ideal
model nations and His peace kingdom. If only the entire world were filled with such true
families! It would be an orderly world where people governed themselves by the heavenly way
and heavenly laws, with no need for lawyers, prosecutors or even judges.
Who would be most fully aware of your good and bad deeds? It would be your grandparents,
your parents, your spouse and your children. Is there anything that cannot be resolved within the
family? When parents and children, husband and wife, and elder siblings and younger siblings
set an example of living for the sake of one another, how could they do anything unforgivable?
What chance would they have to commit crimes? A world governed by the heavenly way and the
heavenly laws is a natural world, an unobstructed world of truth and pure reason. It is a world at
the "high noon" of absolute values, without any dark shadows.

The Intercultural "Exchange" Marriage Blessing
Distinguished ladies and gentlemen, our bondage to the lineage of Satan has caused so much
suffering throughout history. Let us now boldly step forth to sever it and be grafted onto the root
of the lineage of the True Parents. Why should we foolishly continue to live and die as wild olive
trees? A wild olive tree, even if it lives a thousand years, will only continue producing the seeds
of more wild olive trees. Where can we find the path to escape this vicious cycle?
It is through the Holy Blessing. The Holy Blessing Ceremony offers the grace of being grafted
onto the true olive tree. It was instituted by the True Parents, who bring God's true lineage to
humankind. Once you change your lineage to God's lineage, your offspring will belong to God's
lineage naturally. The Holy Blessing is received in three stages: rebirth, resurrection and eternal
life. These marriages contribute to the enormous task of transcending the barriers of race,
culture, nationality, ethnicity and religion, and to creating one family of humankind. In God's
sight, skin color makes no difference. God does not recognize national borders. God does not
stand behind the barriers of religion and culture. They are nothing more than the Devil's tricks.
The Devil has used them to rule over humanity as a false parent for tens of thousands of years.
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You have the mission to teach the members of your families and clans that perfecting a life of
absolute sexual morality through the intercultural exchange Marriage Blessing is the ultimate
means to establish a peaceful, ideal world here on earth. Your families and clans should all join
the holy ranks of those blessed through intercultural marriage through the perfection of absolute
sexual morality.
Ladies and gentlemen, the path is now open wide for you to change your lineage through the
Holy Wine Ceremony that the True Parents have instituted. The Blessing is yours, either as
newlywed couples or as already married couples, that you may establish true families.

True Parents' Peace Movement
Ladies and gentlemen, I would like to reiterate the proposal I have made for a truly providential
and revolutionary project. For the sake of peace and human welfare, and also for building God's
homeland and original hometown, I propose that we build a passage for transit across the Bering
Strait, that remnant of Satan's historical division between east and west, and north and south, and
where the North American and Russian landmasses are separated. This passage, which I call the
"World Peace King Bridge and Tunnel," will link an international highway system that will
allow people to travel on land from Africa's Cape of Good Hope to Santiago, Chile, and from
London to New York, across the Bering Strait, connecting the world as a single community.
God is warning us that He will no longer tolerate separation and division. Carrying out this
project will bind the world together as one village. It will tear down the manmade walls of race,
culture, religion and country, and establish the kingdom of the peaceful, ideal world that has
been God's cherished desire.
The United States and Russia can become one. The European Union, China, India, Japan, Brazil
and all nations, and also the world's religions, can combine their energies to succeed in this
project. Its success will be decisive in establishing the kingdom of the peaceful, ideal world,
where people will no longer make war with each other.

The Arrival of the Kingdom of the Peaceful, Ideal World
Beloved blessed families, you are now living in the most blessed and exalted time in history. The
Age after the Coming of Heaven has arrived! I proclaim the beginning of the new heaven and
new earth, long-awaited and yearned for by billions of your ancestors in the spirit world who
have come and gone in history. This is the era of the kingdom of the peaceful, ideal world. The
four great religious founders and billions of good ancestors have come down to earth to guide
you on the heavenly path. The age when the fallen and corrupt world wreaks havoc on humanity,
allowing evil people to live better than others, is passing away.
We should seek out and establish that nation and righteousness -- the ultimate destination for all
of us -- that attends God as the center. What would that nation be? It would be the kingdom of
the peaceful, ideal world. It would be a nation that resembles the form of a model true family
with three generations living together in harmony, trusting, respecting and supporting one
another and becoming one in love. In short, it is the nation that humanity has desired throughout
the ages, the Utopia where God is sovereign.
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This means we need a movement to realize a society of interdependence, mutual prosperity and
universally shared values. We need to make humanity one great family, by breaking down the
walls in our hearts and eliminating even the boundaries between nations. This movement begins
from one family. Therefore, each of us should bear in mind that it is our providential calling to
form and establish a true family. It is the way we can advance the establishment of the cosmic
peace kingdom on earth.
Indeed, all this is coming to pass. In the Middle East, one of the world's tinderboxes, Jews,
Christians and Muslims have found the resources in my philosophy of peace to engage in a new
dimension of dialogue. In past decades my Unification Thought played a decisive role in ending
the Cold War. Now I am successfully leading behind-the-scenes efforts to bring about the
reunification of my homeland of Korea.
But I am not yet satisfied, because I began my life's work at the command of Heaven. I have
come as the True Parent of humankind with God's anointing and I am determined to keep my
promise to Him. I am determined to obliterate all national divisions and barriers that have
poisoned this earth and to establish the kingdom of the peaceful, ideal world, where all people
everywhere can live hand in hand.

Our Mission
The Age after the Coming of Heaven that God and True Parents have opened is a time of
dramatic change. You have the mission to make this era blossom and bear fruit in blessing and
glory. Therefore, please become Heaven's emissaries, fulfilling the dual missions of the "Peace
Kingdom Police Force" and "Peace Kingdom Corps." Serve humanity under the banner of the
Universal Peace Federation, which is working to take up the role of an Abel-type United
Nations. Worthy citizens of the world, if not you, then who will nurture and protect the blessed
families and this blessed planet Earth that God has given us?
Ladies and gentlemen, I have said that in the Age after the Coming of Heaven we must recover
the true lineage that was lost when Adam fell, by receiving the Marriage Blessing through the
True Parents. The providence of the Blessing should be perfected through five stages: the
individual, the family, the tribe, the race and the nation. In this way, let us fulfill our divine
mission as blessed families in the Age after the Coming of Heaven by restoring and establishing
the ideal three-generation family on the world level. This is the same purpose for which Jesus
came to the earth, and which he sought to accomplish before passing from this world.
Therefore, I am now leading all tribal and national messiahs to unite and bring to a final end the
improper relationship between the political sphere, representing the Cain realm, and the religious
sphere, representing the Abel realm.
The Mongolian Peoples' Federation, representing 74 percent of the world's population, should
bear in mind that the providential age is now upon us in which it should fulfill its duties by
restoring the world through the Blessing on the world level. This will bring to a close the conflict
between Cain and Abel, which began in humanity's first family.
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Ladies and gentlemen, the providential time has now come when we have the mission to unite
the two sons, Cain and Abel. It is by their mother's love that they can become one. Then, having
recovered their original positions, they should dedicate the restored, original, ideal family before
the True Parents, the King and Queen of Cosmic Peace. Please take to heart and engrave this in
your mind: You are living at a time when God gives you the mission -- through restoring the
true, ideal family -- to offer before Heaven the realm of the sibling love and the right of
ownership that were given over to Satan through the Fall of our human ancestors.
You are now advancing into the era of liberation and complete inner freedom, which is the
providential era of the realm of the heart of the fourth Adam. In other words, it is the Age after
the Coming of Heaven. This is the time when, metaphorically speaking, the sun is directly
overhead, such that no shadow is cast. This signifies that the era before heaven, including the
Old, New and Completed Testament ages, has been surmounted. These eras have required
immeasurable restitution and atonement in re-creating the ideal. The present time, however,
corresponds to the era, prior to Adam's Fall, of building the original ideal world. It refers to the
era of true love that is all-encompassing, all-powerful and has overall authority. It is the realm of
heart in which the spirit world and the physical world are bound together as a unified realm
centering on the True Parents, the King and Queen of Peace. In other words it is the era of the
kingdom of peace and unity in heaven and on earth.
Please become true princes and princesses who live in attendance to God as your True Parent, for
He is the Peace King of the multitudes. Let us build the everlasting peace kingdom by attending
True Parents, who have been enthroned as the King and Queen of Cosmic Peace in the world of
eternal liberation and freedom -- where there is no need for the Savior, Messiah nor Second
Advent of the Lord -- and fulfill the dutiful family way of filial sons and daughters, patriots,
saints, and divine sons and daughters!
By following God's commandment to uphold absolute sexual morality, let us establish exemplary
families, inherit True Parents' victory of restoring through indemnity the realm of three
generations, and perfect the world as it would have been without the Fall!
Let us establish a model ideal family to bring the complete settlement of the cosmic ideal realm
of liberation and complete freedom, and the kingdom of goodness in which we can enjoy a time
of absolute, unique, unchanging and eternal peace and prosperity, which can become the
homeland of cosmic peace that can be praised for all eternity!
May God's blessings be upon your family, your nation and the world for all eternity!
Thank you.
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Text for the First 10 Days:
God's Will and the World
Rev. Sun Myung Moon

Change of Blood Lineage:
The Real Experience of Salvation by the Messiah
October 13, 1970

Seoul, Korea

What is the ultimate purpose of God's providence? It is the completion of salvation, which means
complete perfection. No one seeks incompleteness in anything.
Human beings have fallen and have inherited a satanic blood lineage. Who is Satan? Satan is the
enemy of God's love. Originally, God created Adam with the goal of making him the perfect
substantial manifestation of God. Adam was to be God's substantial body. No one but God the
Creator can have complete dominion over all things. That is because in order to have complete
dominion it is necessary to have complete knowledge. Only God knows all things completely;
therefore, complete dominion is possible only by God. Adam himself is a created being, and it is
impossible for a created being to have complete dominion over the creation. Therefore, God
made Adam in His image so that He might live directly in him. In other words, God intended to
make Adam stand in the position of God's resonator and wanted to control the universe directly
through him.

The Creation of Adam
How could God work through the form of Adam? God created all things with forms, but the
invisible God does not have any form. In terms of largeness, God is infinitely large, and in terms
of smallness, God is infinitely small. Material things, no matter what kind of form they may
have, cannot receive direct dominion from God. Therefore, in the created world of material
things, God created man, who has personality or spirit, to be the master. God must have
dominion not only over all earthly things, but also over the infinite spiritual world. Archangels
and all other spiritual beings are invisible substantial beings. A certain central form is also
necessary in order to have dominion over the invisible substantial world. Then where was that
form available? It was only through Adam that God could have such a form. Accordingly,
through Adam's form, God planned to have dominion over both the spiritual world and the
physical world, with Adam as the center. That was the purpose of creation. Therefore, God had
to have a substantial relationship with the substantial being, Adam, in order to have dominion
over all things.
Adam's perfection would represent the perfection of God's Hyung Sang [visible, external form].
The body of Adam and his personality or spirit were the same type as that of God, who is the
center of the incorporeal realm. Without a form, God could not have dominion over the world of
form. With that idea, God created Adam.
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God's second goal was to achieve perfect unity between Himself and Adam. What bonds them?
Man is the horizontal representative of God the vertical being. The central point of their
connection, which is called love, is the string which connects people to eternity. Human beings
who have physical bodies are supposed to unite with God through love, and when they do, they
have united with infinite love, enjoying the greatest happiness. The ideal world or the world of
goodness is based upon that realm of happiness. There you observe the world feeling total unity
with God.
Mankind is longing for the original ideal of creation, a world of harmony. This desire is centered
on love. Therefore, in order to fulfill it, you must live in an environment of love. You must feel
and experience love throughout your life. It is God's purpose for man to become united with God
through love. It is through love that God and man can become united. That is God's purpose of
creation.

Resurrection of Love
God wanted men and women to have the feeling of love for each other. He wanted them to
perfectly fulfill the purpose of creation and to experience love in a free and natural way. That is
the reason why He wanted to unite with man centering upon love. However, man took the
opposite course through the fall, and the central point for connection was taken by the archangel.
As a result, the whole universe became a mass of confusion. The central point, love, which
should have been connected to God, was actually bound to Satan. The motivation for connection
became opposite to God's motivation. Therefore, in man, the standard of the conscience and the
standard of the flesh are opposed to each other. People have related to each other centered upon
Satan's love, not God's love.
For that reason, mankind has been suffering through 6,000 biblical years up till now in order to
be liberated from the bondage of Satan's love. God has been prevented from entering the inner
mind of people directly to recover the necessary central point, so He has had to adopt an indirect
method to penetrate their conscience. In history, therefore, God sent prophets, saints, and sages,
hoping that through them fallen man would receive His love and truth. That has been the history
of restoration up until now. God's providence has centered on the recovery of love. Its goal is to
restore people whose conscience is indwelt by God. It aims at unity through God's love.
God created the sphere of the chosen nation of Israel and through 4,000 years of biblical history,
He guided the chosen people. He then taught them to expect the Messiah, centering upon their
faith, Judaism, which was in the position of Abel to the nation of Israel. Together the nation and
Judaism were to erect the foundation of faith and the foundation of substance. If unity had been
made on the national level, based upon the foundation of faith and the foundation of substance,
then the foundation for the Messiah would have been completed naturally. God suffered greatly
for 4,000 years, hoping that the foundation would be laid. The chosen people of Israel, too, were
seeking the national foundation.
Yet, from the principled point of view, God had to send Jesus to the earth when the time was
right, even if the foundation was not completed. If Judaism and Israel had become one, Jesus
could have taken the position of True Parents because he would have stood upon the substantial
foundation for the Messiah. Since he could not take the position of True Parents, he could not
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accomplish the change of blood lineage centering upon new love. That is the principled
explanation.

The Necessity for the Messiah
Then why do we need the Messiah? What is his purpose? He comes for the purpose of salvation.
In order to be saved, man must go back to the point which connects us to God's love. How are
we to accomplish that? People have inherited satanic blood and have become substantial beings
who have nothing to do with God's blood lineage. We are completely opposite from the realm of
God's love, and this must be indemnified. Man's original sin must be removed; the blood lineage
from Satan must be changed. But fallen people cannot do it by themselves; therefore, the
Messiah is necessary.
Who has to do the work of eliminating the satanic blood lineage deep within man, which was
inherited through generation after generation? If there is anybody who can do that, it is the True
Parents. True Parents must become one with the love of God, establish a good reciprocal
standard with Him, and love the world as if it is theirs. Otherwise it is absolutely impossible to
remove fallen nature and original sin. Therefore, parents of evil and parents of goodness have to
struggle and compete with each other for love, but the love of the True Parents will endure.
Satanic love will be removed from man; the blood lineage will be changed.

The Way of Jesus
Jesus wanted to establish that standard in his lifetime. In order to do this he proclaimed at the
start his of three year public ministry:
'He who loves father or mother more than me is not worthy of me; and he who loves son or
daughter more than me is not worthy of me; and he who does not take his cross and follow me is
not worthy of me.' ( Matt 10:37-38 )
The Messiah may be able to remove the satanic blood, but you must obey and follow him so that
he can do that.
Everybody has to carry his own cross. If you cannot fulfill that standard, you cannot be saved.
You must be willing to face death itself. By establishing that absolute standard, your evil blood
lineage can be cleansed. In order to have it cleansed, we must work and take action, not just talk
about it or have feelings about it. We must do strong things, such as fasting and prayer, thus
going through the boundary of life and death.
The first battle for Jesus was to go over this boundary, cherishing God's love more than his own
physical life, and establishing the condition in which he could not be accused. He had to endure
terrible persecution within Joseph's family and fast and pray for 40 days. Even though he still
had life and feeling within him, the incredible course he went through led him to the brink of
death. Always he had to maintain unity with God's love in the midst of that life and death battle.
With total determination to leave nothing unaccomplished, Jesus endured that suffering. He
established victory on his own individual level, but his challenge was how to connect this with
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all of human history and how to reenact all past situations and set a victorious foundation,
resolving all past failures, in order to stand as the Messiah.

Foundation of Love
Where is the change of blood lineage done? On the individual level, man has to go beyond the
boundary of life and death. The individual has to go through life and death situations for the sake
of God and the future dignity of man. That becomes the standard of faith.
God created man with His original ideal that man would unite with His love. Man must long for
God's love, even forgetting about his own life. Unless you sense the heart of that love, you
cannot cross the boundary of death. Therefore, a perfect religion starts not from affirmation but
from negation. It is complete negation! We must consider life itself as something of little value if
we want to confront Satan. That is what everybody is required to do in order to live a life of
faith.
But in Jesus' case, it was not enough to stand on the individual level; he also had to stand on the
level of history. For that purpose he had go through all the courses of history in order to reverse
the direction of history. No past victorious foundation was offered to him. History could only be
restored through his life of public ministry. For 30 years Jesus developed the standard of public
heart to establish the foundation of love centering on God's heart in the world. He worked to
reestablish the foundation of love lost since the time of Adam.
In history, love started from parents of evil. So the course must be reversed by going back to the
original ideal family of True Parents centering on God. In order to do that, God chose certain
representatives in history, in the stages of formation, growth, and completion, to represent
history and the world. History had to develop in this reversal course.

Teaching of Resurrection
What does that history mean? A person is born through a man's seed going into a woman. Where
does the way of reversal begin? It is within the woman's womb. The condition must be
established so that history is reversed in the womb. For complete restoration, the starting point is
the seed which exists in the body of a male. The condition must be established in which the seed
within a male is united with God's love. Without establishing that condition, complete reversal of
the blood lineage cannot be established. For the conception of a pure child, God worked in
history through certain families.
Religion must follow God's way. That is why a world level religion must teach the necessity for
rebirth. Therefore, Christianity has become a world religion both in concept and in reality. It
teaches that everybody must be reborn, just as Jesus told Nicodemus,
'Unless one is born anew, he cannot see the kingdom of God.' ( John 3:3)
The foundation of resurrection has not been understood so far. You must establish the condition
to inherit the heart of history; otherwise the start and motivation for resurrection is not fulfilled.
You must understand that.
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Then for the blood lineage to be reversed, conditions must be established so that the seed which
is going to become a future child enters the bone marrow of Adam and connects with God's love.
Otherwise, you cannot be born anew as God's child. This teaching is founded on the Bible, which
is God's word.

Love for Jesus
Christians know that Jesus is Lord and that he is the source of love. They want to unite with him
and receive that love. But they cannot do so by simply reading the Bible. It is only when they
yearn and long for Jesus that they can become a part of him. If they are truly close to Jesus, then
when he feels sad, they feel sad. The emotions or feelings of a man do have an influence upon
the seed in his flesh. When a man feels happy, that feeling of happiness affects his own seed.
Likewise, when he feels sad, that feeling of sadness affects his seed.
Then what does it really mean to believe in Jesus? Jesus is a man. He was like the original Adam
before the fall. So after all, Jesus is the spiritual father. Without uniting with your father, you
cannot be reborn. Christianity is the only religion that teaches people to long for Jesus and love
him and welcome him as a bride welcomes her bridegroom. We should want to penetrate Jesus
even to the marrow of his bone.
This teaching has a deep meaning, which has two dimensions. Because people in the world all
came from the seeds of Adam, many people are anxious to go back to the original Adam. The
Holy Spirit is the feminine aspect of God which is urging us to go back to Jesus, the unfallen
Adam. Thus, all Christians must become part of the seed in Jesus' body in order to become his
children, reborn through the Holy Spirit.
How many Christians have held this faith? They have never understood this, never even dreamed
of it. It has been thought that just through believing in Jesus unconditionally, one can enter the
Kingdom of Heaven.
But from the viewpoint of the Principle, restoration is much more difficult. Even if people say
they want to go back to Jesus, they can't just idolize him, but must actually become part of his
flesh and bone marrow. Think how difficult it has been for God to accomplish this in history.
There have been so many satanic realms, legions of enemies blocking God from accomplishing
His will. God could not defeat the satanic realm all at once but had to make sacrifices step by
step, going through many struggles. How many people have faith to the extent that they actually
want to go into the flesh and body of Jesus? You cannot enter the body of Jesus except through
heart and love. Only love can connect us with Jesus, not the truth nor righteousness. Before life
there is love. Man is born through parental love. Without that love there is nothing that can
connect us to God, but with love it is completely possible. Love goes beyond history,
transcending time and space.
Why do I tell you these things so clearly? This is the time in the course of restoration when you
have to take the first step toward a new world, centering on the heart of God. Therefore, it is a
very important period, not only the period of changing the blood lineage, but the time of change
in your life. You must take the first steps on the foundation of clear understanding; otherwise
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you will be accused by Satan, who will say, "Hey, where did you come from?" You should be
able to say, "I came from the Garden of Eden before the fall, from God's own bosom." You must
be able to give a testimony, saying, "By myself I am not worthy to stand here, but because of the
approval of the person who stood here, I am standing here. The building was built by a world
famous architect, but ownership can be transferred. I have been given the ownership." If you
speak to Satan that way, he will have to surrender.

The Way of Rebirth
We have to go into Jesus and connect with God's love, establishing the condition to unite with
the flesh and body of True Parents. You have to follow the path of love of Jesus and the Holy
Spirit, loving and longing for each other. Otherwise you cannot be reborn. The Holy Spirit is in
the position of the spouse of Jesus. The child must go through the love of the spiritual parents in
order to receive rebirth. Only through the pathway of male female love can there be birth or
rebirth. There is no question about it. For that purpose, you must be moved by the Holy Spirit to
feel great love and affection for Jesus. This is the work of the Holy Spirit. Jesus is the
bridegroom, and the Holy Spirit is the bride. Through the experience of joyful oneness, the
original love which was lost can be regained and resurrection is experienced. This is a very
important matter.
This has been God's purpose throughout the course of history; this is why Jesus bore the cross.
Because of the great difficulty of restoration it has taken 6,000 years; otherwise, it would not
have taken even six days. Man himself had to seek this truth and restore his personal authority in
the world, based upon self-awareness. Otherwise, he could not return to God.
Are you joyful that a man like True Father was born in such a world of despair? You may think
so, but I am not so joyful. I have always been fighting at the risk of my life; you must not forget
that. Difficult things in this world can usually be accomplished, if you just make effort. But what
I have been doing can never be easily achieved; it cannot be done through physical power or by
violence. It must be done in accordance with the Principle, which is an iron rule.
It is very difficult to aim at the one goal of restoration without deviating from the central point.
Restoration is even more difficult than the original creation of heaven and earth. I have set up the
condition of indemnity for an internal foundation which you have never dreamt of; there is a
realm of peace now which you can acquire without being aware of it. In this respect, I have
achieved a universal victory by sacrificing throughout my life.
The realm of total perfection cannot be achieved without a condition for restoring fallen Eve.
The Holy Spirit and Jesus must give rebirth centering upon original love. In order for Jesus to be
born, God in His providence prepared a certain historical foundation of heart. That providence
must involve the womb of a woman. It is there that the solution to the problems of history must
be found, so there must be a fight, a struggle. As a result of the fall, history started from struggle.
In Adam's family, Abel and Cain fought. For restoration Cain was supposed to take the position
of younger brother Unless the elder brother becomes the younger brother, there can be no
separation from Satan. So there must be a struggle for restoration. Esau and Jacob had to struggle
in this way. They succeeded in setting up the proper condition of subjugation, but their struggle
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started when they were adults, namely, after they were 30 or 40 years old. God still needed a
victory prior to adulthood. Thus the fight had to start from within the mother's womb.

Tamar
If you can understand about Tamar, you can understand the whole Principle. Whom did Tamar
have a relationship with? Her father-in-law. How could a baby born out of such a relationship
inherit the blood lineage of Israel?
Actually, the mother of King Solomon was Bathsheba, originally the wife of Uriah before King
David stole her. Then how could the child from that union become King Solomon? Bathsheba
was in the providential position of Eve in the Garden of Eden, before the fall. David was in the
position of Adam, and Uriah was in the position of the archangel. The archangel distracted the
spouse of Adam with love and stole her away, making her fall. A reversal course is needed in
order to indemnify that; therefore a person in the position of the archangel's wife had to be
restored to the position of Eve. Therefore, the child who was born on the foundation of that
reversal could be born as a child of heavenly love, a child of glory. Solomon was such a child of
glory.
The woman named Tamar had a relationship with her father-in-law, Judah. According to the law
in those days, a woman who committed adultery had to be stoned to death. Tamar's first husband
had died, and then her second husband had died also; but she knew God loved the blood lineage
of her husband. She knew she had to protect and continue that blood lineage. For Tamar, her
personal dignity was not a factor. She was only concerned about preserving the blood lineage
which God loved. Since she loved that blood lineage, she stood in a providential position and she
was able to establish the proper condition of heart. With such a heart, she had a relationship with
her father-in-law. [Twins were conceived. At the time of birth, one baby's hand emerged, but was
withdrawn. The two boys struggled, and the other baby was actually born first. See Genesis
38:27-30. This represented the younger brother gaining the victory over the older brother in the
womb, even before birth.]
The standard of victory gained in the womb of Tamar was handed down from generation to
generation through the tradition of Israel, the descendants who believed in Judaism. Why did
they have to establish a foundation for the Messiah at the national level? Because there were
already many nations in the satanic world, God had to establish a national standard with which to
deal with them. God's side had to stand in the position of Abel on the national level. For that
purpose, God guided the Israelites and helped them develop their victorious foundation on the
national level.

Mary
There was another girl who regarded the historical significance of her actions to be more
important than her own dignity or her own social environment. She regarded God's will as the
highest priority. That girl was Mary. Mary maintained the standard of victory and Satan could
not accuse her. So on the foundation established by Mary, Jesus was conceived. It was that
victorious foundation which qualified Jesus to be born from God. Without coming on such a
historical foundation, nobody could be qualified to be the Messiah.
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Therefore, Jesus said,
"I am the way, and the truth, and the life; no one comes to the Father, but by me." ( John 14:6 )
Because he was born from that unique victorious blood lineage, he could be the only begotten
son, beloved by God. This is logical. If you do not believe in Jesus, you cannot go back to God.
That is the absolute truth, but so far, nobody has been able to understand the true meaning of
this. There are many religions, but only Christianity can stand in the absolute position of true
son. All other religions stand in the position of servants or adopted sons.

Jesus
Since Jesus was born in this way, could he be in a position to be accused by Satan? No, he could
not. Therefore, both in heaven and on earth, angels were mobilized to welcome and attend him at
his birth. From then, the new world was begun. On the internal, religious level, Judaism was in
the archangel position, and on the external, national level Pontius Pilate was in the archangel
position. If Jesus' family had fully supported him, and especially if John the Baptist had followed
him, then Judaism could have completely united with Jesus, for John was known as a prophet. If
they had all cooperated and if Judaism and the nation of Israel were united with Jesus, then
influencing Rome would not have been a problem. If Jesus' followers had been able to establish a
nation, they would have influenced the entire Roman civilization. The whole Mediterranean
world could have been under the guidance of Jesus. If that had happened, the unification of the
whole world would have followed.
Jesus wanted to build the Kingdom of Heaven on earth in that way, but he was given no
foundation to do so. As a result, so many sacrifices had to be made during the past 2,000 years,
and now the time has come for the Lord of the Second Advent to appear.
Christianity today is in the position of the second Israel, but it has no nation on earth. The Jewish
people have also undergone persecution for the past 2,000 years. The Jewish people should have
established a God-centered nation centering upon Jesus, but they did not. Therefore they were
scattered all over the world and then they went through terrible persecution Part of my mission is
to rescue them. Since Jesus was abandoned by 12 disciples, the Jewish people now have to
achieve victory through confrontation with more than 12 Islamic nations of the world.
Jesus was born in the nation of Israel, but Christianity cannot claim any nation. God created the
earth, but is there any nation which is God's? No. Everything that was built up by the first Israel
fell apart and was lost. The Jews were scattered and driven away. Christians also had to be
persecuted.
There are many political and cultural spheres, yet there are no unifying cultural values on earth.
The Christian people were persecuted by governments and sovereignties in this world because
there was no law to protect them. Religion came to be separated from politics. Originally,
however, religion and politics were to be united. The separation between religion and politics
became necessary in order to protect religion. Now there are many complicated problems to
solve.
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God wants to plant His footprints on earth. No matter how vast the universe is, one beginning
point is essential. Therefore, He must start from some point, and now is the time to start. That is
why I selected and blessed the Holy Grounds, where we go to pray and make offerings.
God created the earth through His absolute authority. Let's think about going back to the origin.
This world was to be established in the name of God and True Parents; so all things started from
Adam and Eve, who were to be the original True Parents and one with God. They were to have
authority over the archangel and live forever in joy. Therefore, we must become one, centered
upon True Parents.
You must register as a citizen of a restored nation centered upon God, but you don't have such a
nation. There is no foundation upon which you can declare clearly against the satanic world that
you have your own country. You must understand that. You are supposed to be registered as the
citizens of Heaven. That sovereignty may be either big or small, but whether it is big like
America or very small, the authority of one vote is the same.

Israelites Without a Nation
Unification Church members are like the Israelites; they are a chosen people without a nation.
Therefore they have to suffer but no matter what, they have to overcome and occupy the original
nation. We must establish one nation under God's sovereignty; for that purpose we have been
passing through the course of suffering.
What is our hope? Our hope is to someday restore God's sovereignty and build a nation which
we can be proud of and register ourselves as citizens of that nation. How soon can we achieve it?
We must pour everything we have into the fulfillment of that purpose; that is the Principle. When
we register as citizens, we want to offer everything we have to the nation. Our position will be
determined by order of registration. Those who register first will stand in the position of the first
ancestors; those who register second will stand in the position of the second ancestors, and so on.
They will come to establish the authority in that restored sovereign nation.
Then what will a citizen of that nation be like? Will the Japanese people become those citizens?
Will the American people become those citizens? You have to help the Unification Church
develop. Japan is designated as the Eve nation, but she cannot become the Eve nation by doing
nothing. Everybody must become united with a patriotic spirit in order to prosper. If that kind of
foundation had been established at the time of Jesus, then would Jesus have had to die? If Jesus
had come on the foundation which we now have in the Unification Church, he would never have
been crucified.

Lord of the Second Advent
Tragically, Jesus died a miserable death. The seed within Jesus' bone marrow was connected
spiritually to God and produced spiritual salvation, but from the Principle point of view Jesus
must come again to fulfill his mission. The Messiah absolutely must come again into this world.
The worldwide Christian foundation has been laid for that purpose. God has been working
through history and now He is preparing the democratic world to be in the superior position in
the struggle against the communist world.
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Within the democratic realm, Christianity stands in the spiritual position of the second Israel on
the world level. That is the Principle point of view. Centering on the worldwide foundation of
Christianity and the other religions including Judaism, God's foundation is being made.
The Christian foundation has come through three stages. The first was Catholicism, but
Catholicism did not complete its mission, so Protestantism emerged as the development on the
growth level. From the Principle point of view, Catholicism is relatively an Old Testament type
faith while Protestantism is a New Testament type faith. Thus Protestantism insists on the
importance of the words of truth. What is the central purpose of these words? It is to point to the
Lord of the Second Coming. That is why the words have been taught on a worldwide foundation.
But the substance of the truth has to be imbued with heart, otherwise it cannot stand in front of
God. Those who occupy the central position within the Christian tradition at this time must have
the Christian truth but also the content of heart. That is the Unification Church.

My Mission
In order for the Unification Church to establish the worldwide foundation, it must be welcomed
by Protestantism, which has a New Testament type responsibility. If Protestantism welcomes the
Unification Church and they are united, then the foundation is made from the formation stage, to
the growth stage and to the perfection stage. If the Christian churches become united, it would be
as if Israel and Judaism had united into one country. So if Christianity becomes united, the
democratic countries will naturally become united. Then the world can stand in the sphere of
salvation.
Fourteen years after World War I world communism became a problem. Why 14 years? If a
solution is not found to a problem within 14 years, then there will be even greater problems and
seven years of struggle. If you look at the political situation of the world from the Principle point
of view it is very interesting, but I will not talk about it in detail.
By myself, I have the mission to establish the foundation of unity with Protestantism, but I could
not do it in the past. Instead, it opposed me. Human history began with the elder brother hitting
the younger brother. In order to receive the younger brother, the older brother must trust in God
and know Him in the true sense. If you continue to cling to the traditional teachings with which
you were raised, it will be difficult for you to accept a new expression of truth. I was put in the
position to be opposed by the churches, so I was put in a position just like that of Jesus, who was
persecuted by the religious leaders. I stood in the position to inherit Jesus' mission and had to
follow the path of struggle for the sake of righteousness. For the past 20 years I had to fight to
indemnify the history of the previous 2,000 years.

Going North
Where could I start to pay that indemnity? It could not be done in the southern part of Korea; it
was necessary to go to the North. To go to North Korea means to go to the headquarters of Satan.
I had to go to the communist world, the worldwide satanic realm, prepared to die. It was just like
Christianity trying to penetrate and convert Rome. After the early Christians had been persecuted
by the leaders of Judaism, they spread to Rome and finally dominated Rome after a struggle of
400 years. Christianity established the horizontal foundation for freedom in Rome.
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In the same way, I had to go to the North and there struggle against communism. I established a
foundation there and brought many people into the truth. I had to go through many difficulties,
such as prison life. When I was imprisoned I knew my disciples must not be like the disciples of
Jesus; they must not run away from me, no matter how terrible the communist government was.
There had to be a certain number of disciples who were that determined.
When Jesus was arrested, the Kingdom of Heaven on earth was lost. Therefore I had to restore
disciples from within the prison and establish the foundation to restore the mission of Jesus.
Jesus' mission was not to restore only individuals; originally his disciples should have
established their own families, starting with the three central apostles. So the purpose of Jesus'
coming was not just to get individual disciples. The disciples were necessary in order to
indemnify the conditions for the perfection of Cain in three ages, representing three ages of
archangels opposing God's providence.

The Position of the Three Disciples
Jesus was in the position of Abel. Peter, James and John stood in the position of Cain and were
supposed to indemnify the failure of Cain, who did not obey God. If those three disciples had
offered their lives together with Jesus, then Jesus would not have had to die and go to the
spiritual world so early; he could have continued to work on earth along with the Holy Spirit. If
that had happened, then Christianity would have spread to the world level in 600 years. But Jesus
died. If the husband goes into the spiritual world, the bride must pray with utmost seriousness;
otherwise she cannot meet the bridegroom. If Jesus had not died on the cross and the disciples
had united, then it would be like Cain and Abel uniting; together they could welcome God. It is
the Principle. They could have established the horizontal foundation for God on the earth.
Jesus wanted to indemnify the pain of God, who had much grief at the time Eve was lost. Jesus
came to restore that situation, centering upon Mary, but it was not completed. God lost the
women of three generations: grandmother, mother, and spouse. If those three generations of
women are not restored, then there can be no children who are truly united as Cain and Abel
under True Parents. Therefore it is necessary to have three women in that position pay
indemnity. Without establishing the horizontal foundation of the Eve nation, restoration is not
done. Jesus had to die because that condition was not met. Japan also must fulfill that condition,
otherwise its restoration cannot be accomplished soon.
Twenty years ago, I came back to the South with three women disciples and one young man,
Reverend Won Pil Kim. At that time I made a new start with the Unification Church. The
Principle is not something we simply have in our mind. It must be based on practice. I escaped
from the communist sphere and started anew, establishing the foundation in the South. That is
the way the Unification Church began and developed.
Since Jesus was opposed by the leaders of Judaism, the Unification Church had to follow the
same path and achieve victory. Restoration must reverse past failure, so we have established the
family foundation. The established Christian churches have opposed us. I wanted to establish the
Abel position within the Christian sphere. The Unification Church was born second; therefore it
is in the Abel position. Abel has grown up, and now he has an external foundation with which to
meet the elder brother. The Unification Church is trying to unite with established Christianity
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and restore the unity of brotherhood which we lost 20 years ago. When the elder brother and the
younger brother become united, their family becomes united naturally. Therefore I suffered a lot
to establish the individual foundation of Abel.
I have been going the way of sacrifice and suffering. By successfully going through that process
and safeguarding it, we have come to the point where we are recognized by our nation. Now, no
matter how much established Christianity may oppose us, we stand in this superior position. The
established Korean Christian churches are in the position of Judaism 2,000 years ago, and they
are turning in a positive way. This symbolizes the Israelites centering upon Judaism becoming
united with Jesus.
The Korean government has become more cooperative than before, so we are extending our
hands in friendship. The Unification movement must promote the Victory Over Communism
(VOC) activities. Korea must do VOC work. The Korean nation must be united with our
movement in this way; otherwise, there is no way it can survive.

The Change of Blood Lineage
In the course of restoration I started from the position of servant of servants, like a beggar in
prison. Restoration must start from the position of beggar or prisoner. From the lowest miserable
position we have come up to this point. Until our position reaches the national level I will not
appear officially in public places.
From the Principle point of view, I first have to lay the national indemnity foundation. I have
become a man of victory, so from now on we will see the horizontal foundation on the national
level. That horizontal foundation must be done through Japan; that is the Principle formula.
Many prophets and pioneers in Japan had to make sacrifices in the past. For what purpose did
they do that? It is, of course, necessary to establish a nation in the masculine position, but their
sacrifices were to establish an Eve nation. The Eve nation should be filled with gratitude to be
suffering for the sake of the Adam nation. That is the historical task of Japan.
Who is qualified to change your blood lineage? Nobody else can do it; you must know that in
order to do this, I have had to bear the cross of the heart, an incredible cross. But now that the
foundation has been established, you can receive it without much suffering or effort. You are
given the Blessing, which means you are given the way to the new blood lineage. You are
standing on the foundation of thousands of years of God's suffering, as well as my own suffering.
When you get married you become engrafted; by being engrafted you come to have a different
blood lineage. This is what I have done so far.
Many people were born in the past and have already gone into the spiritual world. How much
difference exists between those people and ourselves? There is a vast difference in terms of the
standard of faith, like the difference between heaven and earth. Through the Blessing, you have
been given the most precious heavenly grace, but if you misuse it there is no way to go; even
Satan will claim a higher position than you.
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Satan became Satan at the growth level. In your case, if you fall during the completion stage,
Satan will tell you, "You must become my servants." That's how Satan will judge you. That's the
worst situation, so it's very serious. Your marriage is not just an ordinary marriage of this world.
Far from it. It is most precious, centering upon the heart of heaven and earth. You must perfect
your heart within your family, centered upon God's love, and you must perfect your personality
with glory and joy. Perfected man and perfected woman must unite to fulfill their responsibility
and their purpose. In the process of fulfilling that purpose, everything you do should be done
with gratitude. The original world would have been the world of heart and gratitude. If you stand
on that foundation, there can be no chance of falling.
Those of us who stand on the foundation of restoration are required to go forward to fulfill the
purpose of the world. In the days ahead you must experience God's feelings and the heart which
God had before creation. You should go forward with gratitude toward the fulfillment of the
purpose of creation. Although you may suffer, the suffering is not just for its own sake. You will
receive more blessings, which are accumulated secretly in heaven, by going the way of suffering.
Therefore, be grateful.
Husband and wife, united with hearts of love, must establish their family beyond any levels of
the past, dedicated toward the goal for the future. Otherwise you cannot enter the eternal
Kingdom of Heaven where God dwells. That is the ultimate goal and God's purpose of creation.
It sounds like a dream, but it is attainable. Therefore, you must promise me that you will go
toward that goal of the ideal family. Those of you who want to become like that, raise both your
hands and pledge. Let us pray.

Father's prayer
Heavenly Father, we now realize what kind of original family You have been looking for. We
also realize that from now on we are destined to work toward that ideal family with all our
hearts and all our strength. Please guide us and bless us, so that we can live a pure life, with
a purified blood lineage, to become people who are embraced deeply in Your eternal love.
When we realize how much suffering You have been going through in the process of history
in order to restore this heart, we have nothing to say to You. Father, please purify those of us
who pledge ourselves in front of You, raising both of our hands, with the determination that
we will offer everything to You. We are really grateful to You for the grace and love with
which You have been protecting and guiding us so far.
We thank You, Heavenly Father, for having taught such a wonderful heavenly secret. We
now stand in the situation which people in the secular world cannot even dream about, and
we don't know what to offer You in return. Father, we now clearly realize that we must
wholeheartedly offer ourselves to You on Your altar as substantial offerings. When we think
of how much You have been suffering, we can never fully express our heart of gratitude.
Also, we are truly grateful to our True Parents for giving us such a blessing and grace. We
pray that from now on we really will go forward with determination and gratitude. Please
guide us and encourage us, so that we can help each other, knowing that without our spouses
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we tend to fail. We have to protect each other, pray for each other; we have to become truly
the most intimate friends, intimate, closely related brothers and sisters, parents and children,
so that we can become qualified to build the world of original love and great glory.
We have now heard about something very awesome, that is, the change of blood lineage. It is
a fearful thing, when we think of how difficult the course of restoration has been. We have
come here totally ignorant, but we have been following You. We have been going this way
filled with a stubborn attitude, thinking that all the glory should belong to us. When we think
of the past, how foolish we have been. The more we understand, the more we realize, and we
feel ashamed of ourselves. We really don't have any place to hide; everything belongs to
heaven, everything is True Parents. We need nothing more.
We now understand this, so we would like to deepen that faith, and we would like to become
a husband and wife who can help each other establish the lifelong foundation of victory,
leaving a foothold of glory for you. God, please remember us and embrace our children and
embrace us as Your eternal children; feed us and embrace us as our parent.
Father, please bless us and guide us so that we can become a true man and true woman, and
true husband and true wife, and establish a truly God centered four position foundation,
centered upon Your love and heart. Father, we realize that how our spouse looks physically
is not the point. His or her physical shape is not important. The important thing is how much
we can be vertically connected in heart with You and how close we can get to You. That is
what matters.
So even without our understanding, please guide us, Father; help us and guide us so that we
can help each other, support each other, and save each other and pass through this satanic
world of evil. Please purify both our hands with which we are now pledging. Please purify us
as couples. Please sanctify us as those who are promised to enter the Heavenly Kingdom. No
matter how much suffering there may be ahead, we will never forget how much You have
been suffering, how many tears You shed, and we will help each other and comfort each
other. Please guide us so that we can become true husband and wife. We will keep deep in
our mind what we have heard today. Please bless us so that we can become true ancestors
and fulfill our mission. If we cannot fulfill, then we will have to hand down our task to our
descendants from generation to generation.
Father, once again we ask You to guide us and protect us so that we can become truly
worthy to serve as pioneers of the creation of the world of heart, the creation of new ideal
families. We know that without You everything will be in vain, everything impossible. We
must not perpetuate a tragic history. Let us stand in the position to leave everything joyful
behind us. Please protect us, Heavenly Father, and please bless us so that we can become a
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true family, a true husband, a true wife. We leave everything up to You. Please guide us, in
the name of our True Parents we pray. Amen.
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Text for the Second 10 Days:

True Husband and Wife

1) The Original Relationship of Husband and Wife

One man and one woman are the substantial object of the incorporeal God, His son and His
daughter. Man represents God's masculine nature and woman represents God's feminine nature.
God's harmonized dual characteristics are divided, and manifested in two entities formed
separately, and these separate bodies are to be united again to resemble God. This is the Principle
of Creation. The unity of one man and one woman represents the original unity of God's plus
nature and minus nature. This is the harmonized body resembling God. Therefore, two human
beings, husband and wife, symbolize the entirety of God.

Man is True Father's incarnation and woman is True Mother's incarnation. They are also
respectively representatives of God. Therefore, when they become one in love they embrace the
universe. They become the central point of the entire cosmos.

A husband represents all men, so he is father and older brother as well as husband; a wife
represents all women, so she is mother and older sister as well as wife. That is why husband and
wife should naturally respect each other.
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Man represents God's positive external nature and woman represents God's negative external
nature, so a couple is like a bag which has inside it the whole cosmos. Therefore, a husband and
wife can feel the ideal of God's heart of love.

Man symbolizes heaven and woman symbolizes earth. They are to unite and form parallel lines.

The perfection of man and woman's love is the perfection of the cosmos. When this love is
broken, both the order of the cosmos and the vertical world are destroyed.

The union of man and woman is the union of heaven and earth.

The embrace of man and woman itself is the union of the whole cosmos. It is like the original
appearance of creation centering upon God's ideal.

Adam desired to control the cosmos. He cherished the value of husband and wife and this desire
represented the central value of the world, didn't it? True love should occupy this central
position, but look at the status of today's evil society! People pursue physical gratification only.
You shouldn't follow this corrupt trend.

You should know the holiness and value of the love of an original man and woman.
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2) The Ideal of the True Husband and Wife, Which Must Be Restored

A wife should think that her husband is God's representative. She should be in the position of a
daughter to her husband. The husband should restore her as God's lost daughter. God lost three
feminine objective positions due to the Fall. One of them, the position of God's daughter, should
be restored through the husband. Therefore the wife should trust her husband more than she does
her father. They have to face each other centering on this standard, which is much more valuable
than the sum of their past experiences. Unless they restore this heartistic standard, husband and
wife cannot restore the standard of the ideal object, which was destroyed by Satan. A husband
should treat his wife as his mother, and they must be so intimate that they cannot stay away from
each other even one day. They are each to be an existence absolutely needed by the other. Unless
husband and wife become one like that, the condition for restoration is not established.

A wife is the mother's incarnation, the encapsulation of the mother's body for her husband. She is
also the physical encapsulation of an older sister and of a younger sister, and she is the
representative of all women in the universe. To love one's wife in this full dimensionality is to
love mother, older sister and younger sister on the level of all humankind.

Likewise, a husband is the father's incarnation for his wife. He is also the physical encapsulation
of her older brother and younger brother. We must accomplish this ideal of the family. A man is
True Father's incarnation and a woman is True Mother's incarnation. Therefore, neglecting one's
wife is like neglecting True Mother, and deceiving one's husband is the same as deceiving
Heaven.
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A wife should consider her husband as her father and grandfather and then as her older brother
and younger brother.

A husband is to raise up his wife as his younger sister, love her as his bride and serve her as his
mother. He is to love his wife as younger sister, older sister, bride, and mother in that order. By
going through this course, we can restore the love that God lost due to the Fall.

Why do we marry? We marry to discipline ourselves to love the world and to qualify ourselves
for loving humankind.

We receive the Blessing for the sake of God and the world. Then, what is the purpose of love? In
order to love the world, we are to love the one closest to us, who represents the world. A woman
is to love her husband in place of her father, older brother, and younger brother, and a man is to
love his wife in place of his mother, older sister, and younger sister. The husband and wife are
bound to love and respect each other representing those four generations in the closest position,
giving stimulating love and respect to each other.

The husband and wife relationship is the basic unit to give and receive worldwide love. Because
Jesus couldn't set up this basic condition, the Marriage of the Lamb, bringing together a bride
and a bridegroom representing the world, should be held this time.
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In order to think of your wife as your mother, you have to be the baby. Be a baby! It is not bad to
be a baby. A woman likes a man playing on affections. Try it if she likes! Try crying over food
like a baby. Don't worry. God won't scold you for your immature behavior. It is inevitable in the
course of restoration. When you say to your wife, "Mommy, give me rice," she will be joyful,
saying, "Aha, here's our big baby."

Unless you are determined to restore the lost love of woman, you cannot restore the original
family standard.

God has not had with one person the experience of parental love, conjugal love and children's
love; this results in His resentment, which must be healed. When those three kinds of love are
induced through one person, the heartistic Kingdom of Heaven can be restored. Ultimately, the
only problem is love.

The new history starts from a bride and a bridegroom. By believing in Jesus, you are to make the
pure and burning bond of love. Staying in the state of engagement is not enough; you are to
become a real husband and wife. The couple should stand in the position to judge the past history
and solemnly to start the new history as new ancestors. Without achieving this position, you
cannot be considered a human being.

When a bride and a bridegroom individually are restored through indemnity and become a
husband and a wife representing heaven and earth, God will acknowledge them, saying, "You are
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the flesh of my flesh, the most dutiful son and the most loyal subject." Then they are qualified to
represent all the nations of the world.

How is your life as a Blessed family? Do you fight? It is not easy to be a husband or a wife. Do
you know how difficult it is for God to find an ideal object on this earth? After losing His sons
and daughters, God has throughout the course of history been establishing religions at the cost of
great sacrifice. Owing to the foundation of such sacrifices, you were called here and Blessed.
Dare you fight with each other after receiving such valuable love? It is easier to be the president
of one nation than to be a husband or a wife of one family. The husband is the substantial God on
earth. Man is the substantial representative of heaven and woman is the substantial representative
of earth. When they are harmonized, the ideal is accomplished, filled with joy and song. The
power of love is limitless, so when you are intoxicated with God's love, you are in God's
dominion.

I Blessed you because I want you to establish a family which is objective to God and which is
qualified to receive His love; therefore, you shouldn't fight. It is not that the husband is not
responsible for his wife's mistakes or that the husband can stand righteously while a wife does
something evil. You should serve your spouse as God, more than you serve anybody else in the
nation or world.

Women in the Unification Church should think of their husband as their God and men should
think of their wife as their God. The one who serves one's spouse as God is considered to be the
one with true love.
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Next, you are to serve your husband as your Lord. The Lord is the King of Kings. Aren't you
happy to live with somebody representing God, Lord and King? You should be as joyful to see
your husband as you would be to see God. Because love is unchanging, it can penetrate anything.
The way of love is such that love goes through an individual, family, nation, world, and even
God; it can go through everything.

When a wife is as happy to see her husband as she is to see the Lord or King, she carries the
value of God's object. If you are God's object, you have the same value as God. When you
completely love the King, Lord and God, your love can penetrate anywhere. Therefore, these
three kinds of love are like a crystalline lens. True love can unite all the creation.

When you go to the spirit world with such love, you will be one with God. There is no boundary
in love. Your husband is sent by God, the Lord, and the King. He carries God's bundle of love,
so you cannot deny such a precious guest, whether he is handsome or not. Without this
understanding, you are not qualified to get married. When you relate to the four directions with
such love, the whole universe is embraced in the realm of your love. Then, you love compatriots
as if you were a King, humankind as if the Lord, and the universe as if God. This enables you to
go to the Kingdom of Heaven. The Kingdom of Heaven is the place to which those who love
humankind as they love their own spouses or their Lord can go. Ultimately, from the viewpoint
of love, God, the Lord, and the King are one.
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When man and woman become one, the whole universe can be one. Man symbolizes heaven and
woman symbolizes earth. Man is in the subject position and he doesn't want anyone to intervene
with his affairs. But love and truth can control anybody. Woman wants to receive love and she is
passive. In this sense, man is to be a giver and woman is to be a receiver. That is why the
oneness of man and woman is the oneness of heaven and earth. Only love can dominate the
universe; therefore, you have to consider your spouse as greater than the universe. Our desire is
to have an object who can receive and cherish us.

You are to love people. Man is to love woman and woman is to love man. The representative of
man for a woman is her husband, and the representative of woman for a man is his wife. The
husband is sent as the representative of all the men of the nation, of the world, and of the spirit
world. The wife is sent as the representative of all the women of the nation, of the world, and of
the spirit world.

In order to build the Kingdom of Heaven, a man should be able to love all the women of the
world as he loves his wife. Think that you picked your wife as the companion representing all the
women of the world. A woman should think of her husband as the companion representing all
the men of the world.

What do you have to love first in order to love your nation? In order to love the nation a man
should be able to love one woman, considering her to be the chosen representative of all the
women in the nation. The same is true for a woman. When the two representatives of all men and
all women become one and establish a family, that family belongs to Heaven.
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Conjugal love is necessary for introducing and teaching the feeling of the future Kingdom of
Heaven.

The families of the Unification Church should establish the "Kingdom of Heaven of the Family."
When the "Kingdom of Heaven of the Family" is established, the Kingdom of Heaven on earth
surely will be accomplished. In order to stimulate the real feeling of the future Kingdom of
Heaven in the present position, we need an object. When we are stimulated by our spouses in our
family, we can feel in our present daily lives the ideal of the Kingdom of Heaven which is to
come in the future. That's why husband and wife are needed. Husband and wife can live eternally
through such stimulation. Development is impossible without stimulation.

Conjugal love is the stimulating force to build the ideal Kingdom of Heaven. Conjugal love pulls
the joy of the future into the present time and supplies the present with driving force which
empowers us to reach the future. This love includes love of nation, world and God, so it can
penetrate everywhere. The Kingdom of Heaven is the place for the loving husband and wife
only. If a couple lives their physical life realizing this concept of love, they are already in the
Kingdom of Heaven. Jesus said that the Kingdom of Heaven is in your mind, but the Unification
Church says that the Kingdom of Heaven is in your family. If you cannot establish the Kingdom
of Heaven in your family, the ideal of the Unification Church will not be accomplished. If you
can build the Kingdom of Heaven in your family, the ideal will be accomplished. With this
viewpoint, you must go the right way centering upon the Principle. A woman should love her
husband as her father, grandfather and brothers; and on the foundation of this bond of love, she
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should love her actual father, grandfather and brothers. Otherwise, she is not qualified to have a
husband. If she just loves her husband while hating her father, grandfather and brothers, she will
drift away from God's Word.

You should have the concept of loving your husband as the fruitful representative of all men in
the world. When your love transcends the national boundary and embraces the whole of
humankind as your family, you will be acknowledged as God's son or God's daughter. This is
Unificationism.

It would be a blessing of good advice to say to a person who is about to die for the sake of his
family, "Abandon your family and die for your nation." Isn't it right? If it isn't wrong, you should
behave like that. It is proper to give a painful word like "sacrifice your family" to a person who is
struggling with his poor household. The nation is the window through which shines a dawning
light opening the way of the Kingdom of Heaven for the family. When you concern yourself
with your nation's household more than your own family's, the nation will protect you. When
such a person starves, the nation will shed tears. A multitude who sacrifice for the sake of the
nation and the world, beyond their own families, can dominate the world without a physical
battle, because no one can oppose them. This is God's strategy.

Ask yourself in front of a mirror, "What dream have I carried on so far?" That dream shouldn't
be a dream for yourself, but should be a dream for Heaven, the world and humankind. To be an
ideal person, one should want to have a spouse who loves the world, God, and humankind more
than oneself. It is evil when a wife bothers her husband's public mission for her individual love.
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That's why it is said that your own physical family is the enemy. The ones who can destroy your
chances at the critical, final moment of entering the Kingdom of Heaven are your loving
children, spouse and parents.

3) The Position of the Blessed Couples

God includes Father God and Mother God; therefore, the creation manifests the dual
characteristics of positivity and negativity. Eve is the wife of Adam through a horizontal
relationship. In front of God, through a vertical relationship, she is Mother God as well.

The vertical God and the horizontal God meet at the time of the Blessing. The family is the place
for this meeting. When the family is established, God and human beings can be united.
Whenever and wherever the family is established, the vertical God as well as the horizontal
Mother and Father God will be happy. God, father, and mother are to be easily and naturally
combined just as are a branch and the leaves of a tree. This is the seed of love that God desires as
His ideal.

In the Blessed family, man should live with the dignity of God and woman with the dignity of
God's wife. If man and woman become one centering upon God, they will live in love in the
physical universe and in the spirit world. This is fundamentally different from the type of love
that Americans give and receive.
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Living with God's dignity in true love has to do with the whole relationship between God and the
universe, because the origin and the result are one and the same love. This is the principle of
vertical and horizontal love. Blessed families appeared with special grace enabling them to
surpass the standard set at the origin by evil parents, and to determine the standard of good
parents and have the right of good ancestors. Therefore, the joy of husband and wife is the joy of
Heaven and earth. You are to create such a family.

That Satan tempted Jesus, saying, "If you are the son of God, throw yourself down," means that
Jesus had to govern the fallen realm and gain victory over Satan's trials. In other words, if Jesus
came as the son of God, he was supposed to have been separated from all the suffering
conditions in the course of God's restoration. The focus of the 6000-year history of restoration is
to discipline humankind to restore Adam. Then, what shall we do after restoring Adam? We are
to create Eve. We shouldn't let Adam and Eve be alone this time. We have to take good care of
them and comfort them. We always have to be right beside them, going eastward if they are
headed east or going westward if they are headed west. The Blessed couples are like the restored
Adam and Eve.

Because an older brother and younger sister fell, a husband and wife as a brother and sister
should be acknowledged by God. They must enter the domain of liberation by going over the
crisis of indemnity in the fallen world. Unless a husband and wife meet again as brother and
sister, they cannot enter the Kingdom of Heaven. Since the married couples of all religions have
not known this, they have entered the spirit world separately. The Unification Church teaches us
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how to remain united on earth and in the spirit world. That's what Father does. That is the
Blessing.

All fallen men are archangels, fallen archangels. Woman in the fallen world is in the position of
Eve who tempted Adam, and man in the fallen world is in the position of the archangel who
tempted Eve. The problem now is how to take care of the transformed fallen Eve and archangel,
who have become the restored Adam and Eve. Don't think about the thirty billion people in the
world; they all are our enemies. Here you are establishing the God-centered four-position
foundation. You have to get rid of all the fallen factors in the physical world and in the spirit
world. In order to overcome Satan's total attack, you must have power stronger than Satan.

When a man reaches the restored Adam's position, Eve's position can be restored. Then they as a
liberated husband and wife should establish the heavenly law to serve God. As soon as they set
up the heavenly law, a new tribe is born.

Examples of the law of love between parents and children have been shown in history, but no
one has practiced the law of love between man and woman. We haven't seen the content of the
law of love between Jesus and the Holy Spirit, a bridegroom and a bride. We have to show this
new standard of conjugal love and live according to it.

God manifested the attitude of parental love through the 6,000-year history of looking after His
lost sons and daughters, but He couldn't demonstrate the love of man and woman to humankind.
It was God's frustration and resentment that He couldn't establish the value of the horizontal love
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between man and woman, even though He showed the vertical standard of loving us as His
children.

So it is God's desire to establish the substantial Jesus, and the Holy Spirit, to witness to the value
of their love in front of the universe and humankind, and to let it shine throughout the entire
spirit world. Knowing such resentment of God, Jesus, and the Holy Spirit, you should dissolve it
in your lifetime. You are to set up the tradition of man-woman love which can accomplish this.
That's why a man looks for a woman and a woman looks for a man.

4) Ideal Husband and Wife

Why did God make it that man needs woman and woman needs man? It is because God did not
want to let one person live independently, but desired that two people live together for the sake
of the future world, centering upon God's desire and love. When a husband and wife live hand in
hand, dreaming optimistically of the future and denying the fallen reality, they will be able to go
through any difficult environment. The difficult reality will not damage their future but will
stimulate in them a new vision for the future. The ordeal of the present reality then will not
restrain them. When a man and a woman stand in the position to respect each other, fully aware
of and accompanied by the value of the future, the site of happiness will be established right
there.
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God established Adam and Eve as each other's ideal spouse because they are absolutely needed
for each other. Unless the subject-partner and object-partner make a bond of affinity in the
present reality they cannot relate to the future. God established Jesus and the Holy Spirit as
subject-partner and object-partner in order to manifest this cosmic content. You cannot deny this.

In order to extend the dominion, you get married.

A couple has to establish a family with the affection generated from each other, and it should
match God's purpose. Otherwise you cannot enter the Kingdom of Heaven where God dwells in
eternity. This is the conclusion and God's purpose of creation.

God is a being of vertical dual characteristics and each human being has horizontal dual
characteristics, so the ideal of husband and wife is to create a perfect sphere by the unity of the
vertical God and the horizontal human beings.

Husband and wife should love each other as representing God. If you love from a humanistic
point of view, you will eventually get divorced after discovering each other's shortcomings.

If men and women divorce whenever one of them makes a mistake, the family system will be
destroyed and the order of society will be thrown into confusion. Rather, according to the degree
of the mistake they are to be given an indemnity period to repent. They should be educated about
their mistake and should be led not to make the same mistake in order for the family to continue
harmoniously.
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Who are the true husband and true wife? When people become mature, they learn to form a
family. One should consider one's spouse to be one's eternal object of love, and love should
grow, day by day adding more and more love to the first love. When husband and wife as the
substantiation of eternal love can extend the family-level love to the love of a tribe, they can be
considered a true husband and true wife. Then they also can participate in God's love.

The true husband thinks that he was born, lives, and will die for the sake of his spouse. The same
is true for the true wife. The husband and wife of an ideal, happy and peaceful family carry the
principle of living for the sake of their spouses.

All of you are men of influence and fame in your society. You may think that your success is
achieved by your own talent and effort, but you have to know that your very being was caused
by a woman, not by yourself. Without a woman, can a man be born? What about a woman? Was
she born for the sake of herself? It is vanity to be proud of being a famous feminine movie star in
colorful make-up without having a man. Man's shoulders are wide and woman's hips are big so
that they can be matched well.

Therefore, an ideal couple comes into being when they are of one mind to live for the sake of the
other. From this point of view, ideal, happy and good people are those who live for the sake of
others. This is the very principle of creation, of which humankind is still ignorant.
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A husband should be willing to sacrifice his life for the sake of his wife and a wife should be
willing to sacrifice her life for the sake of her husband. Such a couple is related to and protected
by God's direct dominion of love, so it is impossible for them to fall.

True parents live and die for the sake of their children because love is established between them.
Likewise, a husband and wife of true love and of true happiness are one in love, and they each
live for the sake of the other. This is an ideal couple.

In the secular family, when a husband earns money, power is produced. The money earned by
the husband is the source to energize the wife and the husband gets energy by looking at his
energized wife. That's why they are anxious and their relationship is apt to be broken when the
husband doesn't earn money. The true husband and wife should center upon God's love.

The bride and bridegroom should center upon the original love of God, not upon money,
authority or fame.

You are to develop yourself gradually, centering upon love. With the husband loving the wife
and the wife living for the sake of the husband, they are to establish a family that loves God.

What is the ideal couple of which the Unification Church talks? They are the couple which can
substantiate the utmost art. The love of a husband and wife is the masterpiece of all art works. It
is the best literature and it should be the substance of literature.
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A husband should look the best in his wife's eyes and a wife should look the best in her
husband's eyes. The bond of first love is the best bond. It doesn't matter what others say. It is
impossible to buy it with billions of dollars. How beautiful it is to possess such a world of love
eternally! The wife should follow and serve her husband well. This is not supposed to appear just
in literature or movies. You should live it in reality. The ideal of history and the ideal of culture
have been wrecked, so Father has been creating a new history in order to create the ideal culture.

Until when do you want to love your spouse? How would you feel if the answer came, "Until our
youth is over"? We want our spouse to love us until death and even eternally. Eternity represents
the whole centering upon the future. To love until death is to love sacrificing everything.
"Eternally" means "completely," and "until death" means "giving everything."

After marriage, sisters will ask their husbands if they like them and how much they like them.
They want to hear their husbands say that they love them giving everything, wholeheartedly. The
same is true for men. It is inevitable. It is the way of God's harmony.

A man should die if he cannot rule a woman, but that doesn't mean that man is to denigrate
woman. It doesn't work to claim and to present your one-sided way of love. Man and woman
should examine each other forever. If your life is not sanctified and your family is not restored,
God cannot claim your couple as His.

A dutiful son's mind is unchanging and it goes straight to his parents; and a loyal subject's mind
goes straight to his king. Likewise, a saint is the one whose mind is unchanging and goes straight
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to God. If your mind is unchanging even at the moment of death, you are a dutiful son, a loyal
subject and a saint.

In this view, if a couple wants to be a true husband and wife, the wife's mind should be able to go
straight to the husband and the husband's mind should be able to go straight to the wife. That's
why the Unification Church disciplines the mind to go straight to God regardless of whether one
is Occidental or Oriental. Therefore, the mind of Western members and of Eastern members of
the Unification Church is exactly the same toward Father.

A husband is precious to his wife and a wife is precious to her husband. They meet in the
presence of the heavenly law; their meeting is not caused by themselves. If we keep our integrity
in relation to God, we can break through and advance upon our way.

An ideal husband and wife encourage each other to work for the Will, God and the world.

You must be a luminous couple, like the sun and the full moon in the principled orbit, not like
the sun or the moon covered with dark clouds in a dark cosmos.

Heaven is looking for a couple who can represent heaven and earth and whose hearts are filled
with passionate love.
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Create a record of love until you meet Father again. You should rear your children in the
atmosphere of such conjugal love.

You should be a couple of parental heart which can be God's fence.

Economic difficulties cannot crack the affinity of husband and wife. Educational background
cannot blur conjugal love. Some wife may think her husband should study a certain field more,
but Father doesn't think so.

5) Conjugal Love

Conjugal love is the oneness of the love of man and the love of woman. Conjugal love should
become one with children's love centering upon parental love; then it can become one with God's
love. God's love will dwell where the origin of perfect conjugal love is established.

When a man and a woman are about to explode in love on the foundation of loving God and
humankind, God and the universe can claim and possess their family. Where does the root of
love exist? It doesn't exist within you: God's love is the origin.

Doves love each other sounding "coo, coo." What about you couples? When people who are in
deep love meet each other, the sound will be much greater than that of thunder.
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If we have strong love centered upon God, opposition and persecution from the world will be
something interesting to play with. "First love" possesses enormous power, like dynamite. Did
Adam and Eve live together without getting married, as is the practice of the young people in this
era? True love is the first, the last and the eternal. The mind to pursue such strong idealistic love
becomes the driving force to overcome all difficulties. We can win over anything-not only Satanwhen we are in love.

To fall is to lose the center of vertical love and horizontal love. That is why conjugal love in the
fallen world is so unstable. Conjugal love these days can be turned around 180 degrees by one
word. That is the fallen reality. That shows that people don't know where conjugal love should
aim. The reason that the world is heading toward destruction is that the order of conjugal love
has broken apart.

True love means to love in complete oneness of body, heart and blood lineage. Who can love
like that? Only the husband and wife can. In this ideal, is there any taste of life when one is apart
from one's spouse?

One's spouse is the most lovely object in the world. The relationship between a couple is just like
an echo. Your spouse will sound and behave according to how you sound and behave.

In love a man won't reject a woman even if she is plunging into the depth of his heart. A man
likes such a woman. All barriers are broken when one sacrifices and invests everything for the
sake of love.
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God wants a couple to love each other passionately. To love 100%, not having leaked any love,
virgin maidens and bachelors are warned not to touch each other's hands before marriage. When
you enter your married life after keeping your virginity you will be able to love wholeheartedly.
Even though a couple is physically far apart, they will find themselves moving toward each other
automatically and unconsciously.

Our mind and body are in contradiction. To correct this, first of all, the body in the position of
object should be one with the mind in the position of subject. Then, we should make the
reciprocal base for God to dwell in our mind, which is taking the subject position united with the
body as object. When a man and a woman who have accomplished this receive the Blessing and
live giving and receiving perfect love in joy, they will look like flowers in full bloom. The
harmonized outcomes generated from such loving couples will be like beautiful fragrance to
God. God has always longed to live with such beautiful flowers and in such fragrance. God can
dwell only in the love of a husband and wife; all things and the universe should be harmonized
centering upon that love. The Unification Church is the place for teaching this content.

God's favorite melody is the joyous laughing of a couple in love. When a couple lives with the
mind to embrace the whole universe, laughter is produced automatically. Isn't the loving life of a
such a couple a beautiful flower in God's sight? This is not a mere ideal or something abstract. I
am talking about the original world.
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Looking at a mountain, a couple asks, "For whom does this mountain exist?" Their answer is, "It
exists for me at the same time as for you." A couple is like this. The way for a couple to be one is
for them to accomplish the purpose of the universe, regarding that purpose to be the most
significant aspect of life. A couple speaks centered upon mind, personality and love. They are in
the same boat, aren't they? When a country-bred lady marries a Cabinet minister, people bow
down to her as the wife of a Cabinet minister even if she didn't graduate from elementary school.
Husband and wife are to go the same way. Within a couple, the wife's love is the husband's love
and the husband's love is the wife's love.

The laughter of a husband and wife who are intoxicated in love is relative. The man opens his
eyes wide and the woman gently closes her eyes when they laugh. When the husband's eyes get
bigger and the wife's eyes get smaller, they become more intoxicated in love.

You shouldn't unilaterally desire your spouse's face to remain in a fixed shape. If it remains fixed
you will become really tired of looking at him or her. When you look at your spouse with a
joyful heart, he or she will look joyful; and when you look at your spouse with a beautiful heart,
he or she will look beautiful. Regard your spouse's face newly with every new stimulation.

A husband and wife are happy when they give and receive love with each other. If a man uses
physical power, striking a woman with his fist, that couple cannot be happy at all. When a man
energetically embraces and loves a woman, the woman will feel true happiness. This love cannot
be accomplished by energy alone; neither can it be fulfilled by heart alone. When a man
confirms his loving heart with physical power, a woman feels complete happiness, and when the
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woman returns love both physically and spiritually to the man, they can become a truly happy
couple.

Human beings always need stimulation. Happiness cannot be established without stimulation.
Whenever we are hungry, rice tastes so good and fresh. We can eat the same meal every day with
the same relish. Likewise, love always should be fresh and new. The husband and the wife
should miss each other more and more, day by day. In order to feel that way we have to research
ourselves and God.

What is our favorite thing to do? Is it eating? You feel good when you eat, but it is temporary. If
you are full, you can't eat more, even though you are offered the most delicious dishes. But you
are never satiated with your lover. The more you see your lover, the more you miss him or her.
In this way, lovers make a circle of love. Unification takes place right there.

Prior to marriage, a girl doesn't feel the need for a man. But once she gets caught by love in
married life, she cannot bear to be without him. Owing to love, she realizes that her husband is
much more precious than herself.

True joyfulness can be generated in a family only if they center their love upon God and they can
see the joyous God. Originally, making love is not something of which to be ashamed. It is
supposed to be the noblest, holiest and most beautiful thing. Because the human ancestors
committed a sin of love, the history of love has flowed in a shameful direction.
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Who could see Adam and Eve dancing naked in the Garden of Eden? Should we worry if a
couple dances naked in their private room? Society rightly accuses them if they do so in front of
others. But who cares if a husband and a wife dance naked or do whatever they want? Therefore,
the Blessed couple may dance naked in their room. No one can accuse whatever happens
between a husband and a wife.

Even though there are so many men and women in the world, you should be able to think that
there exist only you and your spouse. It is the Principle that you totally invest yourself only in
your spouse.

The value of love lies in longing. Your spouse will be happy to pour out his or her love to you
only if you ask for love opening your mouth and your eyes as much as you can-in other words,
only if you actively initiate love. Otherwise, your spouse will run away. How bad would you feel
if your spouse were passive and not serious in love? Do you want to be closer to your lover or to
be far away from your lover? You always want to be together with your lover because you feel
good when you are together. You feel good when you are together because everything functions
simultaneously.

When expressing love to a partner, it would be better to do it silently than to do it loudly
shouting, "I love you." Deep love kept silently in the heart is very precious.

Occidental love is active whereas Oriental love is internal. The waves are high in the shallow
water and gentle in the deep water. The waves of love also get quieter in depth. In this sense,
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invisible love is more precious than visible love. If there were one walking, visible God, what
would happen? All the nations would fight with one another to possess this limited God within
their boundaries. But fortunately, that which is precious is invisible and that which is invisible is
precious. God is precious because He dwells in your invisible mind. Because He is inside your
mind, nobody can steal God from you.

Invisible love is the greatest among all kinds of love. It would be no fun at all if love were
visible. Since love is invisible, it can be the highest, widest and deepest. Some say love is like the
Rocky Mountains or like the Niagara Falls. Those are correct similes. The invisible God is
precious because invisible love is precious. It is true that we have to enter the state of the
complete absence of ego in order to find God. God lives deeply and quietly in the invisible world
rather than in the visible world where we live.

American love looks very hot but it is actually lukewarm. The American couples kiss each other
every morning; it is like a fly touching on the skin a little and flying away. Look at Oriental
couples. The husband and the wife stare at each other before kissing and they each drop their
head slightly due to shyness. It is a really beautiful scene, comparable to one of the great
masterpieces. It is also a sweet and mysterious scene when a wife carries her husband's suitcase
with loving heart in order to see him off when he leaves for a business trip. But most American
women don't even turn their heads or go out of the room to see their husbands off. Therefore,
Orientals who are aware of the Western life style don't want to get married to an American
woman.
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The conversation of a loving couple is much more beautiful than any poem or any picture in the
world. How beautiful are words such as, "between lovers," "between ourselves," or "you and
me"!

When God Blesses human beings, He creates the environment for the couple to be happy. The
couples who enter the door of such Blessing don't fight with each other right away. After
entering the door of love, they are busy exchanging whispers such as, "I've been waiting to meet
you for a long time. My life will bloom with the flowers of value through you. I was born to love
you and waited to love you until now." There is nothing sweeter than the confidential talk of
love.

The married couple's whispering of love is the most effective refrigerant for cooling all the
fatigue and the hatred in the world. A couple shouldn't demand love forcibly from each other.
Love is natural, so the confidential talk of love is soft and beautiful.

The wife after knowing love is stimulated to take a nap in the husband's bosom. That is because
she gets addicted to this happiness and cannot control her heart. Prior to marriage, the man may
look creepy and scary, but the woman's heart changes rapidly after marriage. She will do
whatever it takes to be with her husband as much as she can be. For example, she pushes her
husband to come home for lunch.

Likewise, a man after knowing love wants to sleep on his wife's lap whenever he finds leisure
time, so he rushes right home at a coffee break or at lunch time. After marriage, he can do
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whatever the wife wants without a moment's hesitation-even things that he formerly considered
totally belonging to women. This is the typical change which takes place in a married couple.

When a man and a woman meet through God as their mediator, how do they express their love?
Looking at the developmental process of love, love is expressed first by the mouth, second by the
breasts and third by the sexual organ. Before making love, a woman hides her mouth due to
shyness because love starts from kissing.

As love matures, sons and daughters are born as the fruit of love. For woman, her sexual organ is
the holy place of love and only the husband has the key to the door of love. If the husband has
keys to open two holy love places, he is Satan. A woman's holy place is to be opened only by her
husband's key. If it can be opened by any other key, the woman is Satan.

When the husband opens the wife's holy place with his key of love, the most precious and
valuable children are to be born. The children are the crystals of love. Through giving birth to a
child, human beings can experience God's heart of having created Adam and Eve.

Because the baby is the incarnation of the parents, being composed of the blood, flesh and love
of the parents, it looks lovely and cute all the time. It doesn't matter if the child has a runny nose
or is urinating or defecating. Love is soaked with those actions. If the couple's relationship is
created by an extremely strong force of love, no matter what the spouses do, every action looks
joyful and lovely.
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If a woman complains about her husband's body odor or if a man dislikes his wife's gestures, we
can tell that there is no perfect love established between the couple. Each relate centering upon
his or her own advantage.

6) The Destiny of a Couple

What is marriage? It is to set one's sights upon a common destiny as a couple. It is to pursue the
dual destiny, overcoming the individual destiny. Once a man and a woman are bound to one
common destiny through marriage, they cannot freely change it by their will.

A man is bound to a man's destiny because he is born as a man; a woman is bound to a woman's
destiny because she is born as a woman. No one can deviate from this; there is nothing that we
can do about this destiny. Therefore, it is wise for us to follow the given orbit of destiny.

Once you are married, you cannot do whatever you like. You are to follow the destiny of your
family at the risk of your life.

When the trajectories of the heartistic roads that a man and a woman are to go are extended, they
converge in oneness, focused upon God's principled road. That is the ideal point of the settlement
of family love, generated by the oneness of man and woman. At first, a man and a woman
individually are to find their paths to reach God's heart; then they as a couple should find the
path to reach it together by extending those, centering on family love .
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Beginning with the very moment of love, you are one, not two any more. You cannot behave
individually but should collectively take responsibility for everything.

A husband and a wife are a pair. Everybody's fortune is as different as everybody's face is
different. The destiny of every life course is different. Even though a husband's fortune is bad, it
can be changed to the good if the wife's fortune is good. The wife's bad fortune also can be made
better by the good fortune of her husband. Therefore, the destiny of a couple is like leveling the
land, raising up the valleys and bringing down the mountains so that on fertile ground, the couple
can plant trees or plow fields with their common ideal. They can push ahead all varieties of plans
on their land. Thinking in this manner, you should not unite centering upon your spouse's
external looks. What is at stake in marriage is something very fearful.

We often see that when a marriage is not well arranged or accomplished, either the man dies or
the woman dies, or both of them die at the same time. This principle functions even in the place
of which you are not aware. The prosperity of your generation does not guarantee the prosperity
of your future generations. A minimum of three to seven generations should be settled centered
upon God. Your spouse may seem unfit for you to your human eyes, but you will realize the
truth after making effort to live together for more than three years. Father is teaching about
history from the aspect of tradition, so you couples should endeavor to become one.

You are in the same position as Jesus and the Holy Spirit. When you become one centered upon
God and try saving others' lives in tears, multiplication will surely take place. Research whether
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or not this is true. If it does not work this way, my words are a lie. You should be completely one
at the risk of your life for the sake of the glory of God's Will and of your descendants, and you
should establish the foundation upon which you can have give and take with God. When you
completely engage in this give and take action, procreation takes place. This is the Principle.
Practice this principled life in your household. Because it has not been practiced in our daily
lives, we have been stagnating.

Unless you accomplish relational love first, you cannot reach the absolute love of the Subject.
This destiny was given human beings in the original creation, so when you cannot accomplish
the purpose of love, you are bound to bring about a rupture.

The husband's mind and body shouldn't change. Once he promises something, he must keep his
promise forever. Otherwise he will be judged in the spirit world not by God, but by his wife. The
same applies to the wife. The perfect person is the one who accomplishes oneness of mind and
body, oneness with God, and oneness with their spouse.

There is only one love.

There is only one heartistic standard for a couple to establish.

The couple should be one mind and one body eternally, not just for a hundred years.
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Love is eternal. It is not two but one. Once a man and a woman are bound in love, they are to
live one hundred years on earth and eternally in the spirit world. When the two separate physical
bodies become one centering upon God and establish the four-position foundation of love, the
ideal world will be formed. False love cannot invade there, and only true love will dwell there.

Some of the Blessed couples may complain about their spouses. They are the ones who do not
know God's sorrowful path, which has headed toward the establishment of the Kingdom of
Heaven in the future. God knows the difference in standard between you and your spouse. When
you keep your heart grateful to God, even though your spouse is not satisfied with you, He will
bless you abundantly in the near future. The grateful heart is the absolute condition for receiving
God's blessing. We must be the ones with such heart.

During the first three years of marriage, you have a hard time engrafting to your spouse because
your family background, habits and etiquette are totally different from your spouse's. They do
not fit, but you must make a deliberate effort to make them fit.

The wife should be obedient to and supportive of her husband. Of course, it is the husband's
responsibility to increase his wife's willingness to do that. The husband should teach the wife
how the Principle works. That's why Father thinks that the first three years of married life is the
period to discipline the couple to be united with God's Will. It takes at least three years for a
couple to be one centering upon God.
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Give birth to a child after being a parent without any trace of shame, according to God's Will and
the Principle. Such a family life is the principled form. It is not easy to play the role of a parent;
neither is it easy to play the role of a husband or a wife. You have to inherit the tradition of the
Unification Church.

Everything that a woman has belongs to others. Therefore, a woman has the responsibility to
keep others' belongings well. Think of a woman's breasts, hips and sexual organs! None of them
are for the woman's sake.

A woman is in the position of a guest, an errand girl and a servant. She enters the other's house
as a servant, goes through the course of an errand girl for her husband and parents-in-law, and
finally becomes a queen-the most precious guest. Originally, a woman's voice should sound
softer than the voice of an average man. Her voice should be like the whispers of love.

In an Oriental family, the husband even hits his wife to correct her bad habits. An American
woman divorces right away if she gets even one fist from her husband, doesn't she? What kind of
love is that, which can be abandoned because of one blow? If she is slapped by her husband, a
woman with true love weeps, holding her husband's hands. What can you do with love so
shallow that it runs away because of one slap? True love makes you risk your life. A woman of
true love doesn't abandon her husband even though he does this. I want to make you such a
woman. But you know it is really not good for a husband to hit his wife.
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What kind of woman do you want to be ? Do you want to be the kind of woman who divorces
after being slapped by her husband? Don't you all want to be the women of true love, who can
love sacrificing their lives in spite of your husband's misbehavior? Raise your hand if you want
to be such a woman. All of the American men want to get married to you if you are such a
woman.

What kind of bond do we have? We have the bond which will avenge God's lost love.

In order to make a bond of life, a man and a woman should march forward toward world peace.
Peace cannot be achieved by only a man or only a woman. It is to be accomplished by the unified
power of a man and woman. The way to achieve unity and peace is to rush right into the center.
The driving force to rush into the center is the power of love. When your object appears, your
mind automatically is to be stimulated to love.

When you are in suffocating agony, nobody can help you get out of that state. Even God cannot
do anything for you. But how precious it is to have a horizontal partner who can understand your
heart! The partner's shortcomings can be the condition for you to be grateful to God and to
mitigate God's burden. When your partner comes up short in every field of life, it can be a good
condition for you to show yourself in front of God.

Individual destruction is acceptable but the family shouldn't be destroyed. The wife is the most
needed person in the world for her husband and the husband is the most needed person in the
world for his wife. You should be each other's walking stick, advising each other.
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Whether your partner is good or bad, he or she is your partner. When a husband faces the fate of
death, so does his wife. The wife who curses her husband when he is on the verge of death will
surely perish. The same applies to the husband.

The subject or object who lives for the sake of his or her partner never perishes. When there is a
perfect subject who lives for the sake of others, a perfect object is bound to appear. When there is
a perfect object who practices life for the sake of others, a perfect subject will definitely appear.
Even though the partner doesn't appear right away, if you don't give up until the end, he or she
definitely will come. You have to know this point very clearly. You shouldn't give things up so
easily after trying just several days. Once you start something, your mind should determine to
persist until death. If you cannot get the direct result in your lifetime, your mind should believe
that it will surely come in the following generations. Waiting for generation after generation is
not bad, if it is the result of God's plan to give you the global Blessing. God will think, "You are
a very patient tribe, so wait for ten or twenty generations more. I'll pour the global, historic
Blessing upon your descendants."

Due to the Fall, human beings lost God's love. Without God's love, we have been making human
relationships. That's why, even though the original mind is yearning for true love, there is no true
love. The false love generated without God's intervention is temporary, covering only the
physical life.
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The couple happily married on earth may separate when they enter the spirit world. They will
surely be separated if their love did not originate in God. The couples who started their love
relationship and their family life centering upon God's love will never be separated.
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Text for the Third 10 Days:

The Value and the Mission of the Blessed Families
1) The Value of Blessed Families
Blessed families do not come to exist by their own power. Instead, they have a historical
significance coming from God and Father. They came into being not by their own decision but
by another's. Right there lies God's desire. Owing to Father, the Blessed families exist. Creating
the Blessed families was what Jesus came to do as well. God desires a family with the standard
which exceeds the standards that God has known thus far.
The Blessed families start at the top of the growth stage. The Blessed families are in the position
of being newly born, just like the True Parents' babies.
The Blessed families can attend God, whom fallen Adam and Eve lost the chance to serve.
Through the Blessing, families can substantially, horizontally and directly restore the
relationship with the angelic world which Adam and Eve discarded. Blessed families are the
foundation for restoring all things. They are also in the position of God's sons and daughters who
are standing on the perfect standard Adam and Eve should have had.
The Blessed families are established as the holy of holies. God has been seeking for Blessed
families for 6,000 years.
You are such precious entities that it is impossible to exchange you for even the whole history,
because God--despite experiencing unspeakable misery--has worked so hard to find you.
Blessed families have an indivisible lineage with heavenly fortune. God wants to put the Blessed
families in the most precious place, because they are ancestors who will be cherished for
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thousands and thousands of years of human history, and they are also the root of roots and the
seed of seeds.
Blessed families are the ones who can eliminate God's history of sorrow.
The Blessed families are those who are connected to the lineage of the victorious family
centering upon God.
"Blessed families" is a very frightening name and a terrifying place, because they are responsible
for being, blood lineage and heart.
What are the Blessed families? They are like a stick. What kind of stick are they? They are the
stick which is like a bridge to help cross over the world of death.
The family is a heavenly altar which can horizontally indemnify the vertical history.

When we can bring all of our belongings before God with our children, we become the
horizontal substantial beings who have restored the vertical history. Without being Blessed
families, we cannot go in front of God.
The condition for going over the historical, vertical bondage is the establishment of Blessed
families.
How difficult is the Blessing? How many individuals, families, tribes and countries have been
sacrificed in the course of history in order to find one heavenly family? The Blessed families
were found and established at the cost of all these sacrifices.
Because the Blessed families are cosmic families and are families compounding vertical and
horizontal history, they as heavenly children should make perfect unity and completely destroy
the satanic world. By doing that, the Blessed families create the Kingdom of Heaven.
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The fact that a man and woman together create a family holds value. Because the family ideal
existed before the prehistoric age and will exist eternally, we are able to live in the Kingdom of
Heaven on earth. The concept of the Kingdom of Heaven existed before history and will remain
even after history.
The Blessed families of today are more precious beings than the figures whom God needed in the
course of history. They are the heavenly families who can represent history and for whom Jesus
has looked and for whom myriads of forefathers hoped. Everybody has been fighting to establish
this one foundation. In this regard, God views the Blessed families as tremendously important.
The Unification Church has been created for family salvation, so Blessed families are the center
of the Unification Church.
What is a Blessed family? It is the entity which pursues the ideal of the family centering upon
God. It is the family which the Lord at the Second Coming should establish and which posterity
should establish and which this woman right here also should make.
Due to Adam and Eve's fall, their descendants led a miserable history of blood and distress. But
you, as reborn descendants, will give birth to the new descendants without sin. Therefore,
regardless of the sacrifices you have to make, you should be grateful and shouldn't complain
throughout your whole life.
What is your position now? You are in the position of having conquered the Israel nation that
God prepared for 4,000 years, and of inheriting Judaism, which God wanted Jesus to receive, and
of taking all the conditions that were given to Joseph's family. Furthermore, you are in the
position to claim the status of bridegroom and bride which Jesus, regardless of being chased and
persecuted, wanted to establish. Because you are in such a precious position, internal and
external persecution is inevitable. We are in a position transcending the small Wedding
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Ceremony of the Lamb which the returning Jesus is supposed to hold on earth after the 2,000year course of suffering. That's why we are not to lose the church, nation or tribes; rather we are
in the position to restore them. The reason Father orders Blessed families to become "national
messiahs" is due to the importance of this time.
What is the Blessed families' position? Because they already received the Messiah and organized
new tribes, they are in a position more advanced than the Israelites who were hoping to receive
the Messiah centering upon Judaism. In this regard, an individual alone counts for nothing,
because it is the time for all Blessed families to unite and pioneer a new history.
When looking at the Unification Church from the perspective of the parent's ideology, Blessed
families compose the heavenly tribe and all the members centering upon Blessed families
compose the heavenly nation. From that point, Father deals with this nation of 30 million people.
The tribal standard, familial standard and individual standard are included in the national
standard. The providence proceeds with these vertical standards horizontally developed.
The Blessed family is not a family for an individual; rather, it is a representative family for the
nation, world, heaven and earth. In order for us to be reminded of this fact, family-level trials and
indemnity approach us.
The Blessed families represent the whole. The Blessing is a promise for the future world. The
Blessed family, as the family in which God dwells, should be in the position to share the
Blessing with humankind.
The value of the Blessed family is immeasurable.
Be grateful that there are Blessed families in the Unification Church.
If Blessed families have the same heart as Father, the people who oppose them will be defeated.
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When people oppose the Blessed family with whom God directly cooperates, they will instantly
meet a disaster. According to the Principle, Satan cannot attack the God-centered family.
Only when we respect the Blessed families with the same heart as God, will we receive Blessing.
The Blessed families are the entrance to God. Through them, we can go in and out.
Some people may want to ask, "Rev. Moon talks a lot about such a family. What is the difference
between the Blessed family of the Unification Church and our families?" In both cases a man
and a woman live together. Then what is different? What if we compare the poorest man in
Korea with the richest man in Korea-what is the difference?
Both have eyes, nose, mouth and ears. If we clothed the richest man with the beggar's garments,
he would look like a beggar. Even though you are not a beggar, if you dressed as a beggar, you
would look like a beggar. But if the richest man died wearing a beggar's clothes, people wouldn't
say that a beggar died; they would say the rich man died. Even though the external appearance is
the same, the internal content is different. Likewise, the difference between the Unification
Church Blessed family and other families is a difference of internal content.
You valued the family little until now. After knowing the Principle, you realized that the family
is essential. As in the saying that the rejected stone became the capstone of the building, the time
has come for you to realize the absolute necessity and dignity of the family. That's why the
Blessing is precious.

2) Blessed Families Should Receive the True Parents' Guidance
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Let me ask the ladies here a question. Raise your hands if you meet Father often in vision or
prayer. Especially the women should receive Father's guidance. When you make a sincere effort,
you will be guided. You have to be connected to Father. Having that quality of mind is not
enough. If you pray, you'll surely be taught. When a husband and a wife in complete oneness
pray, they'll be guided. Try to implant the adolescent heart in your daily life, crying with
yearning to see Father. Have a burning heart to visit the church headquarters. . . . If you have that
quality of heart, God will dwell in your family.
Married sisters definitely need Father's guidance, and brothers also should sometimes receive
Father's guidance on important matters. Otherwise they cannot be a part of God's family. To
make that kind of family, you should pray and make earnest effort. You should make effort with
the knowledge of the aspect upon which God is focusing in His restorational providence. Your
effort should be directed to the place to which God is directed; otherwise your prayer and effort
will not penetrate God. That is why the ones whose hearts are always desperate to know as
quickly as possible what's happening in the church can come closest to God.
If Blessed families lead a life distant from the church, their life is wrong. Members should center
on Father's family and God's Will more than on their spouse. Then Father will guide them
directly. Such guidance is different from in other churches. It happens, transcendent of
nationality and people. That's the reason why our church develops internationally.
Unification Church members should receive direct guidance from Father through vision or
prayer. There are many members in the church who directly receive Father's instruction wherever
they go. What is happening is something that couldn't happen in Jesus' time. Unification Church
members directly attend and live with Father. In the Unification Church, there are much greater
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works than the works of Jesus' time. That's why unity between the world and the Unification
Church is possible.
More than 65% of the Japanese members receive Father's direction spiritually. That means that
they are more advanced than you in spiritual life. They prayed more than you and their yearning
heart was more intense than yours. If this situation continues, you will fall behind them. It's
different now than in the old days. Things were vertical in the old days. It was a time of
developing the vertical aspect centering upon the vertical relationship, so spirituality grew. Many
were martyred to develop Christianity in the past. On such a foundation, Christianity expanded
internationally through a long history. But it's different now. The light sparkles in the East and at
the same time it sparkles in the West. Do you understand what I mean? Even though Father is
here right now, he is directing all the nations in the world. It is night in certain countries. It is
true that light is sparkling in the East, and simultaneously it is sparkling in the West. Father has
been dealing with such a history.
What should you consider most important in your family life from now on? When Father teaches
your wife and your children something in a vision, you have to believe it. You should create an
environment such that if your daughter received teaching through a vision, other family members
would respect her words as God's, would consider them absolute and would try to be one with
them. If a husband doesn't receive teachings, Father is to sure to teach centering upon his wife. If
that happens, you should: (1) realize that God is near your family, and (2) take your wife's words
as God's. You'll see later whether or not it's good.
If you check with your Regional Leader, you will be able to see right away. When Father appears
through a vision or prayer, you should analyze Father's facial expression, to see whether he is
happy or sad, and then figure out why he looks happy or sad. Even with the same sad expression,
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the meaning may be different, according to whether you see Father from the front or the side,
and it also differs according to whether he appears on the right or left side, or at the top or
bottom. You should be able to analyze and know the meaning. Father will surely teach the
person who always prays.
If such experiences often occur, you can take data from them and try to match them with reality.
You will know how God is leading your family now and what will happen to your family in the
future. If there's one family member who receives teachings from Father through visions, all
family members should listen to that person, even all through the night, and try to decide what
action the family should take.
If you cooperate centering upon one person, that person will surely receive Father's teaching. If
there's a perfect plus, a perfect minus automatically appears. Likewise, if the teaching through
visions completely matches the reality at least three times, the spouse or children will become
very curious and interested. In such a way, you will expand the spiritual foundation. But so far
you haven't had such dreams, have you? That's why you need to pray and make a serious effort.
If you had such experiences, you would more clearly know the existence of God and your life of
faith would be successful. Things are supposed to be like that.
Raise your hand if you are Blessed. Centering upon what did these Blessed families come into
being? It's not true that Father Blessed just for the well-being of, for example, the Park or Kim
tribe. A loving husband and wife should be totally one even though they have two separate
bodies. Is there any way for a couple to be one without love? Is it possible to unify one nation
without patriotic fervor-love for the nation? Anything that says that it's possible to make oneness
without love is false.
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The Communists claim that. Communists make people follow by threat, deception and menace.
People externally become one in a Communist society in order not to be beaten. But if the
threatening force disappears, people immediately turn away. Will they turn away or not? That
time definitely will come.
I hope for the establishment of such a family. You may not want it, because you are much more
handsome than I. Even though I'm uglier than you, I hope for such a family. You like the family
as it is now, don't you? Do you hope for such a family? Do you think you'd better hope for such a
family? Then, you should listen to me even if you feel disappointed about establishing such a
family. Since Father knows where the vein of gold is, you'd better just do what I told you to do.
When climbing a cliff, if I order you to climb upside down, you should definitely do it. Until you
reach the summit, you may feel as if Father were a dictator. Who wants to go the hard way? But
once you reach the destination, you'll exclaim by saying, "WOW!"
Some of you may have had an experience of pasturing cows. It's really bothersome to feed
fodder to cows. When I was young, I would whip the cows on the way to the pasture. The ones
who are laughing now had the same experiences, right? I'm not the only one who did that. What
could I do if, when my parents ordered me to pasture the cows and to return at a certain time, I
found that there was no grass on the flat land? In that kind of situation, I would drive the cows
out to the steep mountain where my father's favorite meadow was. But halfway to the meadow,
the cows would want to eat a very paltry amount of grass. Then I would hit them with a stick,
saying, "How dumb all these cows are." I didn't feel sorry. Have you felt the same? What would
the cows do when they reached the meadow after having been forced to cross the river and climb
the mountain? Do you think that if I ordered them not to eat, they would obey? Not only their
tongues but also their lips, ears, and even their eyes would devour the grass with gratitude.
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Because Father knows that a place such as that meadow exists in the future, I discipline you now.
But you don't realize that. You aren't aware of the existence of such a place. If you knew clearly
of such a place, you would long for me to discipline you. Do you understand what I am saying?

3) The Reason for the Blessing
You should receive the Blessing of the Unification Church. In order to establish the foundation
upon which you will expand to the world, Father gave the Blessing internationally. In other
words, Father recovered all that Jesus couldn't fulfill in his lifetime. Therefore, the Unification
Church will never perish. Even if Father were to die right now, Unificationism itself will come to
lead the world.
Father Blessed young men and young women so that they, in a public position, can establish the
exemplary families of the world.
The reason Father Blesses young men and young women when they satisfy certain qualifications
is to let them become eternal sons and daughters of God.
In the outside world, when a matchmaker arranges a marriage, he or she receives a gift, but I did
matchings by spending my own money. My motivation for arranging your marriage was not for
money; I did it for your well-being and prosperity.
Where will the Unification members go? Father Blessed you because he wants you to be a
couple, with arms and legs to fight for the nation. Reverend Moon Blesses you for your
descendants, not only for yourself.
You are allowed to be Blessed families on the foundation of God's hard work. The reason God
gives such a great Blessing to you is not so that you will inherit immediate happiness, but so that
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you will shoulder the responsibility to establish your tribes.

To give the Blessing is to endow you with the qualification for the new mission, "tribal
messiahship." The Blessing qualifies you as having completed the ideal of bride and groom for
which Jesus hoped, and Father, on behalf of God, endows you with the mission of horizontal
messiah.

4) The Mission and Responsibility of the Blessed Families.
The one who receives the Blessing from God is God's representative. Therefore you, after
receiving the Blessing, with the establishment of your family, are to conquer Satan. You are to
judge Satan. Further, you are to be a victorious subject by restoring the four-position foundation.
Because the Blessed families received the most precious love and life with the ideal of silent
obedience and sacrifice, they are to establish a heavenly tradition which their descendants will
exalt. This will restore the satanic world to the heavenly side.
Young Blessed Couples should establish a majestic tradition and extend it to the family, tribes,
peoples, nations and world. To prevent anyone from destroying the tradition, you should
establish it in the most difficult situation.
Father's life was a series of miserable situations; therefore, I have many contents about which to
talk and weep. That's the fun of human life--that the shining tradition is buried in it.
For the progress of the Unification Church, Father has been bearing the individual-level cross
and the family-level cross. You don't know this. To truly know it, you need to study the Principle
minutely and pray for at least ten years. If parents don't talk about the ordeals of their life,
children will not know. The matters and circumstances which parents are not able to talk about
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dwell in their hearts. The Blessed families of the Unification Church, as the tribes of Father
centering on Father's family, have a mission to restore all the peoples on earth. In this way, the
Unification Church is getting bigger and bigger. Blessed Couples shouldn't stop at being parents
of a family; they should be parents for the tribe and nation at least. If they don't love the nation
with a strong conviction, they will decline. Jesus embraced heaven and earth with his ideology.
Who is to defend this country? We should defend it. Think if our Blessed families became the
ones to keep "today" in front of God.
Blessed families are to be the front runners to pioneer the way of indemnity during the
restorational course. Because they shoulder the indemnity conditions for the people and the
nation, their descendants will be proud of them. Until establishing the heavenly nation, the
Blessed families as front runners should set the standard for the earth and eternal spirit world. If
such a tradition is established, Blessed families will become the target of interest. Our mission is
huge. We are to go the sacrificial way by shouldering the mission and paying the indemnity for
the restoration of heaven and earth.
Those among the Unification Church members who were Blessed first, who were called first by
love in front of humankind, should feel keenly their absolute responsibility to accomplish the
mission of spreading out God's heart and will to their neighbors and society.
We should march forward with the conviction that the world will respond in the near future.
Even though the environment is not set up for that, we should be able to proceed. We should go
forward with the conviction to found the heavenly nation, raising the victorious flag as the
princes and princesses of the battle line. You should know clearly that from now on the
establishment of the Kingdom of Heaven is the Blessed family's mission. Blessed families are to
be responsible for God's 6,000 years of hard work and for the suffering of the Lord at Second
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Coming, and they should bring the earth, humankind and heaven into God's ownership. Because
the meaning of the Blessing lies in realizing the ideal of creation, we must be responsible for the
pain of history.

You should know that the Blessed family's responsibility is incredibly huge. You should be able
to take over and inherit the heavenly grace which has come over thousands and thousands of
years as your own eternal resource.
The Blessing does not come free at all; it requires responsibility.

5) The Blessed Families Have the Mission of the Chief Priests
What happens when you are Blessed? You are restored to the level right before the fall of Adam
and Eve. Then what should you do? Because the completion stage still remains to be traversed,
you should realize God's heart. By going through this process, you should fulfill God's internal
desire to restore fallen humanity. God sent His only son to earth and made him responsible for
the restorational history. Likewise, the Blessed families should go out to the satanic world by
sacrificing their children. While carrying their sons and daughters on their backs, they have to be
refugees as Joseph and Mary were while hiding their baby Jesus in Egypt. Because your children
are for the world and God, you should believe that Father who loves us so much will protect
them. If you do so, God will put you in the position of the substantial Lord who is to come on
earth. Therefore, fulfill your responsibility completely. You'll be kicked out if you have an
attitude like, "I'm Blessed, so you should serve me."
What should we Blessed families do? We have to do what Jesus couldn't accomplish. Unless you
go over such a position, you cannot be God's sons and daughters. Jesus became God's son by
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dying on the cross, but we can survive on earth and still be His sons. If that happens, we can
conclude that we will be better off than Jesus. Isn't that true? Although Jesus led 12 apostles, he
couldn't organize the tribes and the nations. Furthermore, he lost the three main apostles who
were supposed to rally and lead the 12, so Jesus couldn't help but be expelled from the satanic
world. Because Jesus was driven into a corner by the nation, church, family, the apostles, and
finally the three main apostles, there was no way for him except to be a sacrifice in front of the
worst Satan.
A Blessed family should be good examples in front of the nations and churches. By being a good
example, you can indemnify what Joseph's family couldn't accomplish. The Unification Church
on the denominational level should indemnify and transcend what Judaism and Joseph's family
couldn't fulfill. Centering upon the national standard, we should at once indemnify and go over
the failure of the family and the tribes. That was what you did last winter. Whose irresponsibility
caused the failure? It was Mary's. She couldn't fulfill her responsibility.
Blessed families shouldn't wait idly for God's call and acknowledgment. Instead, they are to
create their own foundations with tears of repentance, upon which God will be able to recognize
and call them. To let God carry their families in His bosom is the Blessed families' mission. In
spite of this fact, how many Blessed families know their value?
It is a miscalculation to think that Blessed families can live outside the movement on their own.
They received the Blessing for the sake of Father's family and to defend their Abel position. The
Blessed families exist to protect the family, life, and assets of the Lord at Second Coming. Their
life and assets exist to help God's family and it's lives to develop. What should be done to bring
development? The Lord is to establish Blessed families and their assets as the fertilizer and is to
absorb them. That's the principle for development. Supply from the other fields is essential to
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development. Without the supplying, development is impossible. Isn't that true? Without it being
supplied, we cannot progress.
Blessed families should fulfill the mission of the chief priests. The chief priests don't have any
belongings to be shared except the ones which God gives. In order to handle the sacrifices
offered by 10,000 people with sincere hearts, the chief priest should have a heart more sincere
and faithful than any other among the 10,000 people. If not, he will be judged by the universal
law.
Because the Jews couldn't protect Jesus on an individual level according to God's internal Will
2,000 years ago, Jesus had to pass away without establishing an individual foundation. Further,
Joseph's family and Zechariah's family didn't protect the family level upon which Jesus could
stand firmly. You should do the work. There should be a family which is willing to be
responsible and to protect internally and externally the suffering path of Father's family at the
family level as well as at the individual level.
In living, nothing else matters except being one with the True Parents, and then you should be
one with the four-position foundation of the True Parent's family. Then what should you do? To
establish the heavenly tradition, Cain should pave the way for Abel. An archangel should be a
loyal object in establishing the environment and the regulations for Adam's not going against
God's Will.
You are to create an environment in which Father's children and grandchildren can lead a
heavenly life in the future. Therefore, you should be the good examples in every aspect for them.
Instead of thinking, "Ah, Father's son is spoiled," you should show exemplary behavior to him.
Do you understand what I'm talking about?
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When you help perfect God's children, you can represent the whole universe by showing them
your exemplary words and behavior, and you become a loyal object in the position of the
archangel. The archangel as a loyal object had a mission to raise young Adam and Eve by
showing them his good conduct, in order for them to be matched and become one with the
heavenly law. Likewise, you should willingly serve as their example.
In the fallen family of Adam and Eve, Cain was not able to inherit a true parental tradition, and
neither was Abel. How exasperating it was, and causing such great resentment! That's why they
are pitiable. That children cannot inherit a good parental tradition even though they have parents
is stifling.
However, for the Unification Church members centering upon Father, Cain can inherit the
tradition and so can Abel. You should feel grateful to live in this time of great benefit. This is a
very terrifying place. This is not the place that you pioneered with your own means and tactics.
This is the place to give birth to children only through the benefit of being granted the privilege
by the True Parents. Therefore, you should be able to live and die together centering upon the
heartistic union. If you encounter a situation in which you have to die instead of them, and
retreat, you kill your parents twice.
To Peter, John and James, Jesus was in the position of their father; nevertheless, they ran away
when their father was on the way to his death. They were extremely undutiful.
Looking back at such a history causing resentment, you should be determined to protect your
parents at the risk of your own life, to keep the way of filial piety. At the risk of sacrificing
yourself, you should proceed this way for sure.
Families should hold the church. Even though the Unification Church is so big and Unification
thought is so great, without the thought of the ideal family, they count for nothing. Such a
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foundation has not been established, so your families should solidify it. You should make a firm
family-level foundation which Satan will never be able to destroy. This means to take 5%
responsibility to be restored through indemnity.
The chief priests are the first ones to experience the most miserable situations. Therefore,
Blessed families should be the first ones to experience misery.

6) Blessed Families Who Are to be Responsible for the Mission of the Three Time Periods
Even though you live in this present time, you are to consummate the mission of three time
periods. If man had not fallen, the past, the present, and the future would have started at one
point. But due to the Fall, they became separated.
Therefore, unless you establish the condition, centering on one family of God, to restore the past,
present and future by uniting them, your descendants on earth will not be able for the
indemnification of all the remainder stemming from your tribal ancestor. To Bless one person
Kim is not just to save one family of Kims. Because he receives the Blessing as a representative
of his entire tribe, he is to take responsibility for the tribe. The responsibility is connected to the
past, the present and the future from the vertical viewpoint. You are to restore those all at once.
You should horizontally indemnify the vertical history.
You should resolve the mission of the three time periods in your generation. That's the Blessed
family's responsibility. If you make mistakes, ancestors in the spirit world will be caught up by
heavenly law. The mistake will influence not only your direct ancestors but also the families of
the same clan and all the relatives.
When looking at the Blessed families from Jesus' viewpoint, they are the ones who accomplished
Jesus' desire in his place. In Jesus' time, the spiritual persons of the Old Testament Age received
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the privilege of being lifted up to the growth stage through returning resurrection. Likewise,
through you, your ancestors who have not related directly to today's restorational dispensation
will receive special benefit. That's because you erected a victorious internal condition to be
related to the ancestors through receiving the Blessing. If they seize the rope of your Blessing,
even if they had not been cooperative in the course of restoration so far, they will bear
providential fruit centering upon the value of your fruit, in front of the Will. That fruit will be the
fruit of the 6,000-year lineage. They, in Cain's position, will have a relative relationship with
Father, whereas the fruit harvested directly centering upon Father is Abel-type fruit. Because
they can have relative relationship, it is possible to set up the lineage of the Abel-type fruit as the
standard of value for Cain-type fruit.
Even if your ancestors were not cooperative with the Will and were not meritorious servants, still
they will be able to raise their heads to the earth among the figures of the past, depending on
your activities in the providence.
In other words, only the ones who have Abraham's direct blood lineage are qualified to return to
earth; however, through your Blessing your ancestors will be given the privileged benefit to
return. With the same qualification as the loyal subjects of God's Will in the past, your ancestors
will be able to lead returning resurrection horizontally through your family.
Isn't it wonderful that, without any hard work, you became the substantial being to inherit the
Blessing of the whole of Israel, which has suffered for thousands of years? If you know this fact,
you cannot help but rejoice, and you dare not make any mistakes. Because you don't know how
great you are Blessed, you are unstable and keep wavering. Knowing such a meaning, if you
don't fulfill your responsibility, your ancestors will scold you. So those who are not responsible
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for the Will even after knowing all the meanings behind it will get nameless diseases. Their
ancestors will continuously bother them.
You are in the middle position among the three time periods. Your family becomes the standard,
so if your family does well, it will save the past history, the present, and the future. If it makes
mistakes, it will destroy the past, the present, and the future. If you do well, you'll save the three
time periods, and if you don't do well, you'll destroy the three time periods. Whether or not you
take responsibility for the three time periods depends on you. That's why the ancestors will
surrender.
In order to possess the past, present and future, you should be the heartistic representatives of the
past, present and future, and so should your family and tribe. Then, such individuals, families
and tribes can lead and guide the world.
You should realize that your life doesn't exist just for your own well-being, but for all of
humankind, and that you have a historically prolonged life and a life which guarantees life in the
future. You are in the position to make history shine, to lift up the present age, and to place the
first stepping stone for the future, so you should be the ones who pioneer the entire life course
through your daily life.
You have the mission to liberate the past, present and future. In order not to leave the slavery of
indemnity to your descendants, you should hand down a definite, victorious tradition to them.
The position of being Blessed is most significant and will be honored not only by the past but
also by the whole of humankind.
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7) Be A Tribal Messiah
The hope for the myriads of people who had the mission of restoration in the long course of
history was to make one individual one with heaven. Then that standard was to be extended to
the oneness of the family and heaven. But even if there comes a oneness of a family and heaven,
that is not supposed to be the end. After becoming an object of the absolute center, you as the
second subject are to unite your tribes with that eternal center.
First of all, unification is the oneness of husband and wife. If there's a male Messiah, there
should also be a female Messiah. Both Adam and Eve fell, so restoration also must be
accomplished by two people. The same is true for tribal messiahship.
A family shouldn't stop at the family level-it needs tribes. As ancestors, the Blessed families
should fulfill their responsibility. Blessed members who are not in a public mission are
considered to have deviated from their course of responsibility.
What kind of position are you in? Jesus couldn't hold a Holy Wedding-the Lamb's Wedding-and
he had to die on the cross without establishing the foundation for the tribe and people, the
foundation which had been expected for 2,000 years. Therefore, you should realize that the time
has come for tribal messiahship. Can you become a tribal messiah without becoming one with
God's love? Without God's love, you cannot be the messiah. When you become a man or a
woman on such a foundation, you are qualified to establish a family by receiving the Blessing.
Spiritual sons and daughters were born from the oneness between the Holy Spirit and Jesus.
Likewise, you are able to multiply sons and daughters on the foundation of substantial oneness.
If you can do so, you will be called a tribal messiah.
You should be parents who can influence your sons and daughters. That is the first mission. To
do so, you should be thorough in church life and public life and be a good example in private
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life. That's absolutely necessary in order to educate your children to go the way of the Will in the
future. Do you understand?
Next, be a tribal messiah as Father instructed at the 430 Couples' Blessing in 1968. You have to
do the mission. Centering upon Father, 36 couples are organized in an association. Likewise,
centering on a family who got Blessed, there should be a form of 36 couples in the clan. Do you
understand? If there are no 36 Couples, you should at least be the ancestors of a form consisting
of 12 couples. In order to make that standard, there should be an establishment of a four-position
foundation centering upon your sons and daughters because you are parents. Then you become
an ancestor of your clan, and you should organize a new tribe centering upon your family clan.
That's the form of 12 tribes. If you organize that, everybody is to enter the realm of 12 tribes. 12
apostles following the form of 12 tribes should exist; centering upon 12 apostles, 70 followers
should appear, and the tribe should extend to the form of 120 followers. This is the direct tribe.
Now whatever results you bring about belong to you. The age of no indemnity has come. From
now on, you should witness even to distant relatives. In this way you easily can witness to over
12 people in a year. Find three people representing each season. You need representatives who
will penetrate and guard the 12 pearl gates of the spirit world. They would feel like your
relatives. Then a person such as the disciple who sold Jesus would not be allowed to come in.
You are considered to be in a situation better than Jesus', because you can have this family
environment, which is different than the one Jesus had. You also are more fortunate than Jesus in
that you don't have to leave your hometown to form a family. You can go out to the world
without setting up indemnity conditions. In order to attain this standard, you should have 12
apostles on earth, as there are 12 pearl gates in the spirit world. That's for the formation stage; 72
followers are for the growth stage; and 120 followers are for the completion stage. I think you
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can accomplish all this in three years. Father Blessed the 36 Couples (12 Couples for formation,
12 Couples for growth and 12 Couples for completion), 72 Couples, 120 Couples, 430 Couples,
777 Couples and 1800 Couples. The 36 Couples are combined from three groups of 12 couples,
representing the Old Testament Age, New Testament Age and Completed Testament Age
respectively, and they also represent Adam's, Noah's and Jacob's families. Even if you are not
able to arrange marriages according to such a numerological order, at least you can have the bare
form. You exceed me in that you can do such a thing as outside people. Father is really envious
of you. Father has been doing such work while receiving all the persecution and opposition. I
have always carried out this work at the risk of my life.
If you restore your tribe, then 3, 12, 36, 72, and 124 families are there automatically. That's why
you should restore your tribe. You should know that such a mission remains for you to do.
To restore the tribe is to go to heaven, and the way to the world will be opened by restoring your
tribe. When you make your utmost effort for that wonderful day, a new nation will be
established. The nation will glorify and praise your hard work. How to overcome the familylevel trial is the problem. To survive physically is not the problem. How to accomplish this given
task is the problem.
Centering upon the Blessed families, the clan "Kim," for example, is to make the Kims' tribal
institution; the clan "Park" is make the Parks' tribal institution; the clan "Moon" is to make the
Moons' tribal institution. Then with that foundation, what are we going to do? The other tribal
institutions should inherit the Moons' tribal institution. It should be the Abel tribal institution.
Then, from now on, what strategy should we use to organize tribal associations? Let's take the
Kim tribe, for example. The Kim clans in complete unity should strive hard to save and to
develop the Kim tribal institution. They should create educational organizations and do other
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various works. When you establish your own tribal foundation which can influence all of society,
the stepping stones for your ancestors in spirit world to return will be expanded.
In returning resurrection, it is almost impossible for Kim's ancestors to cooperate with Park's
family on earth. So you have a heavy responsibility to connect the spirit world to the physical
world for restoration through indemnity. From now, the tribes will emerge centering upon the
Blessed families. Therefore, you should accomplish your mission as a tribal messiah. Future
churches will be centered upon the elder of the tribe. All the Blessed families are the elders of
their tribes.
You should know that your families must take on the tremendous mission of restoring your tribe.
In order to restore the tribe, you should write more letters to them than you did to your lovers or
friends. Your sincerity should be twice as great as before. Sisters should make a very serious
effort for their relatives, with a more yearning heart than that which they have for their parents.
Restoration comes that way. Unless you once again are moved by a loving heart toward your
relatives, restoration is impossible. Check if it is true or not in the spirit world.
Hell is a place you cannot escape once you are caught there; still, you do not feel acutely that
your parents and your relatives will go into hell. You just idly think, "Let it be." But imagine that
your loving parents will really go to hell! If they had to go to jail in the secular world, you would
make whatever effort necessary to release them. That's humanistic sympathy. Then, as sons and
daughters connected to them with heavenly love, what do you do in light of the fact that your
parents, relatives, brothers and sisters have to go to the eternal jail?
You hadn't known anything about whether hell exists or not. The Principle teaches the existence
of hell, but you still don't know what kind of place it is. Do you truly know it? It is very vague to
you. You will know after death, but then it will be too late.
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That's why many deceased parents of church members appear in spirit and try witnessing now. In
spirit world they are in trouble, since they opposed their child so badly on earth. They are
witnessing in spirit since otherwise they will be caught up in hell. Do you understand? If parents
oppose and keep their children from joining the Unification Church on earth, they will be caught
in hell.
Even walking on the providential road, Father couldn't restore his tribe. Unless we go over the
national standard, the restoration of the tribe is impossible. Because Jesus failed to go over the
national standard, Father was not allowed to love his family before he went over the national
standard. Jesus lost the foundation of love centering upon Joseph, so in order to restore it, Father
had to be successful in indemnifying the course of being driven into a corner by the nation.
Because Father laid such a foundation, you can have the tribal foundation as well as the Blessing
in your lifetime. Isn't it an honor for you? By knowing this fact you should fulfill your
responsibility with a grateful heart; otherwise your family will be accused of irresponsibility.
You surely will get accusation. In this respect, of course, the responsibility of the family is
important, but even beyond that, a family should have the mission of tribal messiah.
Because the new foundation for a family and tribe has been established, you have entered the
historically amazing dominion of the providential benefit of the age centering on the restoration
of the tribes. So the time has come for you to witness to your parents, brothers and sisters.
The purpose of restorational history is to restore a family. How much quicker it is to restore your
direct family than other families! It seems like a dream for Father to be able to order you to
witness to your parents and your siblings.
In order for you to be a true Unificationist, you should gain victory on the front line on the
individual, familial and tribal levels. You should win victory up through the tribal level. Thus,
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the Blessed families should fulfill the tribal messiahship. That should be done during the second
seven-year course, which means that the tradition should be clearly established in this period. To
accomplish this mission you should live fighting and being willing to die in the seven-year
course. It is in this course that the condition for success or failure is determined and an overall
march should proceed. Therefore, you should establish the tradition in this period.
In Blessed families, the man stands as a substantiated Jesus and the woman stands as a
substantiated Holy Spirit. Therefore, the Blessed families should dash to the rescue of their
nation without any hesitation, as did Jesus and the Holy Spirit. Therefore, Blessed families can
start as the tribal messiahs.
You are to find the land of Israel with your family. You have that responsibility. As the 12 tribes
of Israel had to go to their assigned land, you are to march forward to the land of the tribe. The
period for that is from 1970 to 1972; it is time to go over the international hill.
Father's family life and your family life are identical. The tribal life centering on Father and your
tribal life are the same; the ethnic, national, global, and cosmic lifestyles have the same formula
content, even though the scale is different. That is why I ask you to be the tribal messiah.

8) The Inevitable Destiny of the Blessed Families
You may want to ask why you have to witness, to go up to the point of death, and to suffer. It is
because we are Blessed in the fallen world, not in a place transcending the fallen environment.
When we accomplish a family-level dominion, we find that Satan already has dominion over the
tribe. When we accomplish the tribal dominion, we find that Satan has national dominion. When
we accomplish the national dominion, we find that Satan already has global dominion.
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Even though we are Blessed in the satanic world, there's a great distance between the satanic
dominion and our Blessed families. The hills remain to be crossed. Each Blessed family has
tribal, ethnic, national and global hills to go over.
You may misunderstand, and think that the Blessing is the end of suffering. But you didn't get
the Blessing outside of this world. You didn't get any victory over the world, and the world didn't
invoke a Blessing upon you. Instead, you are positioned as the Abel family under satanic
dominion and Cain's dominion. Externally, the Cain-side world never Blesses the Abel family;
rather the satanic side surely persecutes the heavenly side. So in the process, you are to receive
persecution.
Father had the Holy Wedding in 1960, but the ceremony was not accomplished on the victorious
and complete foundation of having triumphed over Satan in the physical and spirit world.
Father's family inherited the same situation as Jesus, and received the worst persecution on the
national level. Therefore, even though the family started forming a new tribe, nation and world,
they were destined to be persecuted by the satanic world.
The unavoidable destiny of Father's family and your family is to overcome the world. How do
we overcome the world? It should be accomplished not after death but by going through the
indemnity course in our lifetime. In the way of indemnity, a certain period, a condition offering,
and an Abel-type central figure representing Adam are needed. Father himself also definitely has
to establish some condition within the period for global indemnity. The condition is to leave a
substantial result of loving and living for the nation and the entire world.
That's why Father in the position of Abel has lived for the Cain-side individual, tribe, nation and
world, even though they have severely persecuted him. Unless he survives this severe process
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and establishes a victorious foundation, Father cannot propagate the Abel-centered ideology to
the satanic-side individual, family, tribe, nation and world.
Where should our families put their combined desire? They should put it in a conviction to
become the families who live for the sake of the nation and the world. Also, they should feel
responsible as God's representatives to form God's nation and world. They should be able to pull
all of their action together based upon such a mind.
Even though you work on a smaller level in a limited environment, the question of whose orders
you are following is very important. The conviction you are receiving God's orders or the
summons of the nation and the world is essential. You work as the world's representative in that
limited environment. You also work as the nation's representative in that limited environment.
The same is true with your individual work. The result differs depending upon the background of
the orders.
It seems as if there's no difference between your individual work and the work representing the
world. If you are to work following the world's orders, you will belong to the world; if you work
following the nation's orders, your work done even in a limited environment can help your
nation.
Since history has looked for a man for 6,000 years, 6,000 years were added to you. So are you
the man for whom history has been searching? Have you won over Satan? You are not qualified.
You should make the national Satan and the world-level Satan surrender. Who has done that?
Father alone did, while all Korea opposed him.
Always you should go the same way Father goes. If Father goes east, you should go east. If
Father goes west, south, or north, you should respectively follow the same way. Without having
confidence to follow, you cannot get the glory of victory.
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So you should determine internally to return a grateful heart in front of Father and actualize it
externally. It is no use if you don't express externally the internal determination. It is not right to
go the providential way with just your mind. Action should follow mental desire. Inside and
outside should be one.
You should pray for this. When nursing your baby, ask yourself, "Do I love the nation more than
my baby?" and "Have I loved the nation more than I loved my husband?" Husbands also should
ask themselves if they love the nation more than their wives and children. Otherwise you cannot
enter heaven. In order to set up such a tradition, you should work for the nation and the world,
abandoning your family. You should know this concept very clearly.
Even after eating, you should proceed saying, "Father! I'll go forward for the Republic of Korea
and the whole world." On the way, there will definitely be an enemy; how to get a natural
surrender, not a forcible surrender, is the problem. Is it easy? You may think destruction is
simple and easy, but destruction doesn't solve the problem. The heavenly tactic is to be beaten
first and to win victory later. That is the only way to solve the problem. That's why Father lets
members suffer.
My way is the one that 30 million Koreans have to follow. Humankind also has to follow it. To
do that you should eat, live, and die for the sake of the way.
Otherwise, you cannot lead a life of attendance for God's Will. If there's an order to do that, you
should go straight in the direction of the order. You shouldn't think of returning. Going forward
at the intersection of life and death is the way of filial piety and loyalty. What I mean by this is
that you should go forward at the risk of death in the position in which you can express the
utmost value of living and dying. Without passing through this position, you cannot set up the
way of filial piety and loyalty. This is the way to march on preparing for death. Even if you fall
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down, it doesn't matter when you risk your life for the purpose. If you have to die, it's better to
die while going straight forward.
In the perilous situation of your parents having died and your family going down, you shouldn't
make a fuss about a little bleeding at the tip of your finger. You should have the attitude, "Let it
bleed; I have my work to do." When the nation's survival is at risk, you don't have any extra time
to worry about your survival, your children's schooling, or your spouse.
Because we are in a very difficult time, one which determines whether or not the nation and the
world will be demolished, we must make a very sincere effort with one united heart. We should
make a very strong determination to be loyal at the risk of our lives.
In order to restore the world, we are to love the nation more than the tribe, and the world more
than the nation. Therefore, we should be in a hurry for the restoration of the world.
It doesn't even matter if you sacrifice your own sons and daughters or family for the sake of
restoring the world. That's why I want to make you suffer; otherwise, we cannot save Korea. Is it
possible to create a peaceful world without sacrifices? When you sacrifice for the world, history
develops. Why do I demand such a strategy? By going through such a process, you can set up
complete indemnity conditions.
What kind of church is the Unification Church? You should know clearly. You should be able to
love the world even at the sacrifice of your husbands. The women who can sacrifice their
husbands are world-level women. The parents who can sacrifice their sons and daughters for the
sake of the world are world-level parents. If there are sons and daughters who travel the path of
death with a burning heart to love the world, they are true sons and daughters of filial piety. Do
you understand? You should go this worldwide and universal way.
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The Kingdom of Heaven starts from a family. The central course of the Unification Church is to
sacrifice families for national restoration. In order to do that you should gather all the
conventional churches together. Father is responsible for the Blessed families, and the Blessed
families are responsible for the conventional churches. If you can accomplish this, then the
restoration of the nation will be no problem. To set up the condition for this, Father Blessed 430
couples. Therefore, if we push forward in unity, it will take only three years for national
restoration.
There have been many righteous and loyal individuals thus far, but the unit of loyalty and
righteousness in the future should be the family. So loyal families should come forth. Without
the appearance of loyal families, the loyal tribe cannot come into being. The nation which can
win God's official commendation should appear. For that purpose, we have to go forward with a
definite determination.
Restoration cannot be completed by a nation. It is to be reinforced by giving one's blood and
flesh, and it is to be strengthened by the reorganization of one's kin from the position of denying
one's self. The way of restoration cannot be walked alone; one should set up the condition for
one's family to walk along as well. This is love.
Family members should grit their teeth and give up the desire to live happily. Father's family
never had a happy moment. By going through the most difficult road, Father laid the foundation.
Your family should go the same course as Father's family. This is the responsibility for all the
families.
Blessed families nowadays want to hold their children under their wings, but it is wrong. They
should be able to sacrifice their children. They shouldn't love their children more than their
nation. They should be able to sacrifice their children for the sake of establishing the nation God
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has sought. Therefore, they should be determined to sacrifice their children to establish God's
nation. This is the way for all Unification Church members to go.
To love God is to go along the providential way. The way of God's Will is to build the tribe,
nation and world centering upon the family. Furthermore, you should know that you have the
responsibility to liberate the spirit world, including even hell. Those are the tasks resulting from
the Fall; therefore, we should clean them up in the same way we clean a garbage can.
You should think day and night about how to love your parents more than your husband, and
how to love your brothers more than your husband. You should love your nation, world and God
more than your own family. Unless this order of love is established, there will be no way to go.
The family you desire should be equal to the family for which God has longed; and the nation
you desire should be that nation God has never forgotten even in His dreams; and the world you
desire should be the Kingdom of Heaven where God and you can dance joyfully, centering upon
God's love.

9) The Way the Blessed Couples Should Go
You shouldn't go through the Blessing process with a worldly viewpoint. You shouldn't just go
through the process without knowing the tangled history behind it. If you proceed on your way
knowing the full story behind the Blessing, you will control the world. When you direct yourself
toward one purpose, the world will align with that direction.
Therefore, the Blessed Couples cannot live their lives on their own. They are to live always
keeping a public commitment for God and the nation. Whether your spouse is handsome or not
doesn't matter; his or her purposefulness is the matter to be considered. What is important is to
prepare, during your lifetime on earth, a proper way for your descendants to go.
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It is wrong to demand that your spouse love you. That kind of love cannot be acknowledged.
After demanding that your spouse loves the nation and the world, you can ask him or her to love
you. This is the right way for the Blessed Couples to go. It applies to both husband and wife.
You should be able to ask your spouse to love the nation, world and God instead of loving you.
Next, have you loved heaven, the world and the nation? That's the problem. If Adam and Eve
had not fallen, their love would have represented the love of heaven and earth, the world and the
nation. It all starts from this point.
By the way, when have you been in the position to love the nation, the world and God on the
restorational road? You haven't been in such a position. Such a position cannot be established
with an attitude in which you ask for self-centered love and demand self-centered relationships to
satisfy your happiness. With such a concept, you cannot go on the road which all the Blessed
families should walk.
Blessed families have the destiny to restore love for God, the world, the nation, and the tribe,
which Adam and Eve failed to develop due to the Fall. Therefore, you are to love God above and
beyond the nation and the world.
You are to love the world with the recognition that you first loved God, to love the nation with
the recognition that you loved the world, to love the tribe with the recognition that you loved the
nation, to love your family with the recognition that you loved your tribe. After God's
acknowledgment that you loved your family, you are allowed conjugal love. You are to love in
this reverse way.
Disunited Blessed families are self-centered families. That disunity results from forgetting God's
Will. So a wife should say to her husband, "You should be able to love God before loving me;
love the world with the recognition that you loved God; love the nation with the recognition that
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you loved the world; love the tribe with the recognition that you loved the nation; love the family
with the recognition that you loved the tribe."
Blessed families shouldn't say habitual words such as "Love me only" or "You are mine."
Whenever a wife has time, she should set up a very serious condition to make her husband not be
a selfish man. A husband also should do the same to make his wife unselfish. They should help
and lead each other with their utmost energy. The people who have the responsibility to give
courage to each other and to lead or be led by each other are husband and wife-the family.
Blessed families should love the world, nation and tribe more than their own families, and they
are to love their relatives and their fellow Blessed members. If there's such a family, it will be
recognized easily, even among the thousands of people and ten thousands of families. In the
family where the husband and wife are completely one, the attitude of loving the nation, world
and heaven is expressed naturally. In this way, the husband and wife should be one.
If a husband and a wife cannot find the nation which they must find, they should even separate to
find it. If they are confident to find it together, they may also try that way. Otherwise, they will
bequeath a condition of resentment and will have to return to earth and cooperate with their
offspring. Therefore, open the door for God, the world, and the nation to go through. Come down
reversely. With such recognition from God, you should start. In order to do that, what matters is
whether you fought for the world and nation in union or not, and whether you fulfilled filial piety
and loyalty to the nation or not.
Blessed families are to bear dual crosses respectively, from the day of their Blessing. The man
should be responsible for the woman's world as well as for his own; the woman should be
responsible for the man's world as well as for her own. During this they shouldn't leave any
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condition for Satan's accusation. You should know that this is the way for Blessed families to
follow.
What is the instruction for the Blessed families of the Unification Church? It is not to love Korea
but to love the whole world, centering on Korea. After loving the world, they are to make a
family nest. In that way, the Kingdom of Heaven will start. The man without a nation is
miserable. If there's no national sovereignty, people will be overrun by the enemy, even if there's
so much love in the family.
I n order for an individual to take Sabbath-a holy day of rest-the family foundation is essential,
and in order for a family to take Sabbath, they must have indemnified the tribal cross. After
establishing a peaceful site centering upon the tribal boundary, they can take rest. Therefore, in
order to take Sabbath, you have to deal with the next higher level, which involves suffering.
The way that the Blessed families should go after receiving the Blessing is not one which is for
the sake of the couples. For a couple to find the place for their Sabbath, they should work for the
tribe first. The tribe should exist for the nation before they feel they can take Sabbath; and the
nation should exist for the world before it takes Sabbath.
In this respect, you should know clearly that the Blessing is not for your own happiness. You
should have the conviction that the Blessing is so that you may represent the whole. When a
couple with such an attitude forms a family, finally the family can go forward to the world level.
What kind of place is the Kingdom of Heaven? Anyone who has been in a conventional church
should listen to this very clearly: the Kingdom of Heaven is for the people who love the world as
they love their sons and daughters, in God's position. What does that mean? You are supposed to
love the world more than you love your spouse.
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You should clearly determine whether to love your spouse more, or to love the world more,
centering upon God's Will. What should you do? [We should love the world more.] You all
know that. A woman who can save the world even by sacrificing her husband is God's daughter
whom God can trust; and a man who wants to save the world even by sacrificing his wife is
God's son. This is God's Will.
Blessed families have responsibilities to fulfill from the very day of their Blessing. The
responsibility is not to form a family, but to form a nation together. All the Blessed families in
unity should organize the new tribes centering on the new horizon of the world. In order to form
a new nation, a new tribe must first be organized. The tribe should not be in disunity, but should
be one unified tribe.
So, the purpose of all the Blessed families should be the same. Because there are few chosen
families established in the satanic world, you are always in the position to be attracted by Satan.
That's why you should always be internally strong enough to overcome external pressure from
the satanic environment. In order to surpass the external power of the environment, complete
unity within Blessed families is vital. If you can become completely one, you will be able to
overcome any satanic invasions. From such a concentrated entity, a new tribe which is free from
Satan's invasion can be formed. Don't you agree that a new nation will come into being through
the unity of such tribes? Blessed families are to go forward until they embrace the world. You
cannot help but go such a way, even if you don't want to.
If you don't follow the way that Blessed families should go, you will not be able to live in the
spirit world. You might misunderstand, and expect that being Blessed families you will surely
live happily in the spirit world, but heavenly law is not established in such a way. Through the
Blessing you should become the core of honorable substance among the myriads of people in the
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world today. That is the original attitude, but there's nobody with such an attitude in this fallen
world.
So many nations are scattered in this world. Because such nations are now the encampments of
the enemy, you, in place of God, should restore them into the realm of God's victorious guiding
authority. Then you are to stand in a position to return glory and praise to God. If you go to the
spirit world without having been in such an original position, you will not find any place to take
Sabbath. Therefore, you should pull your husband or wife and even your children, cooperating in
restoring the world. The families in that position are the Blessed families.
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Text for the Fourth 10 Days:

The Life of the Blessed Family

1) The Blessed Family Should be a Good Example

Blessed families should feel the mission to determine the future of the whole. A couple and
children are in a family. The family should not become a slave of habit. The family is the starting
point of the four-position foundation. Oneness of husband and wife is absolutely needed here.
You should unite with the original standard which God desires.

In establishing a family-level foundation, when a wife fits into the husband, when a husband fits
into the wife, and when the children become one, the family will be blessed. Now is the age of
family salvation. We should restore the family; there's no better witnessing than that. A couple
should pray in tears holding the children's hands at the break of day, so that the children sing
songs of yearning for their parents when they are away from home.

From now on, we should anathematize things worthy of cutting with a dagger. You are not
supposed to do it on your own. The Unification Church is to establish the Kingdom of Heaven;
that's why we are to look for the family, not an individual. Do you understand? The family
department will be the most important post in our church. A person who cannot be a good
example in family life will receive worldwide and cosmic blame.
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The Blessing is precious after establishing the condition of responsibility. Men shouldn't create
fist fights and women should be careful with their mouths. They should not use the abusive
language of the secular world. They should be different in some way. The family is the microchurch; it should be the agency of heaven. It should be the family that God wants to visit. At
least three families should run one household. First, a family should be the place where many
people can come and go; the harmony among men is most important. Second, heavenly families
should be united into one. At least a trinity of families should be completely one.

We center on the family, not on the individual. This doesn't mean that everything is to be cut off
centering upon a family; rather, the whole should be linked up centering upon a family. The
effort to cultivate a solitary moral life is not enough. You should determine to make several
times more effort than before.

We are apt to be tired and retreat from the life of challenging evil. After having a family, you
should make several times more effort than you did when you were single.

The family is the axis for fixing the focus. We cannot escape this reality. The relationships of
"front and rear," "right and left," and "up and down" should be established in a family.

The form of faith that you had in the past is not enough, nor is your former one-sided attitude of
faith enough.
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Individual prayer worked when you were single; but if there's even one opposing person in a
family, the family has to penetrate the problem together, shouldering the cross of disunity until
the original standard is met. An individual is like a railroad car and a family is like a locomotive.
It is simple to restore an individual mistake, but the mistake of a family leads directly to rupture.

The family is important. If one partner fails, no relationship can be made. When a virgin and a
bachelor are in love, they usually forget all their ideals. The starting point of everything for us is
the family. When you fight insisting on your own opinions, the nation and heaven and earth will
perish. The family is the hole through which we can breathe.

Individual faith can grow well when one meets a good leader; but in a family, everybody should
be the leader to every other. For whom and for what a family exists is the problem.

The nest of Sabbath for children is the love and pride that they have toward their parents.

We need a foundation of complete unity between parents and children in a family. But if there's
no nation, what will that be worth, even if you have many children? Nothing will be valuable if
there's no nation.

When the loyal subjects a long time ago received something good, they offered it to the king of
the nation first. That was the regulation of the life of loyalty in Korea.
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In that perspective, Korean courtesy has heavenly contents which are not found in any other
nation. The Confucianists follow Confucianism and there are quite a lot of manners prescribed in
Confucian teachings which are similar to heavenly law.

You should make your descendants perform a sacrificial rite for you. So far, the regulations of
life and the procedure for holding a funeral have not been established centering upon the
Principle; but from the time the standard is set up, you shouldn't behave on your own. You
should develop and keep the vitality of life to survive and grow no matter what kind of storm
comes, overcoming your environment and taking root deeply centering upon the mind that God
is always with us in every situation. If you become like that, heavenly law will not be a big
problem; but if you don't become like that, problems will arise.

Don't treat your ancestors as real ancestors. There were good forefathers among the ancestors
born after Adam, but even so they were not truly loyal to God-that's why you shouldn't treat
them as your ancestors. Then, who is our ancestor? Our fallen ancestors cannot be considered as
such. But among them, there were outstanding chosen persons. We have focused upon Adam,
Noah, Abraham, Moses and Jesus in the Bible in order to honor their hard work for God. So
centering upon such faithful persons, we are to unite. Let's serve and attend the Father whom
they were calling, whom they were attending and whom they were living for as our Father.
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2) The Family Life of Blessed Families Pledge of the Families:

We families, the center of the cosmos, brothers and sisters vertically connected and flesh and
blood of the True Parents before the new heaven, pledge and swear before the True Parents to
become worthy of possessing the glory of victors by maintaining our positions in responsible
activities and by observing the family laws and traditions decreed by heaven. This I pledge.

Because original human beings are born through the bond represented by the content of the
"Pledge of the Families," they are to live and die within this Pledge. We should be able to read
this Pledge without any guilt.

We have been living and speaking carelessly, but now we should establish regulations in our
families. Parents shouldn't beat their children due to anger or speak secular words of
condemnation to them. Now everybody should be one. Words, attitudes, and way of life should
be one, centering upon God.

The Blessing doesn't have any meaning in one generation itself. It is no more than one man and
one woman living together. Then, what is the providential content of an individual's Blessing? It
is not enough for the Blessed families to live according to their original minds, but they should
establish a four-position foundation centering upon God. Because human history started from the
Fall centering upon Satan, it should be restored centering upon God. It is inevitable for fallen
man.
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In order for the first son's family to thrive, the family members are to accept and conscientiously
practice the family rules and etiquette. People with an attitude such as "Those rules have nothing
to do with me," cannot be the offspring of that family. Such a one cannot be the heir of such a
family even if he is born as its eldest son.

How to maintain the pure blood lineage coming from God is the challenge. It is important to
keep the pure blood lineage in an unchangeable condition, not as blood which has the possibility
to fall. We must care sincerely about this. It is very difficult to become pure in this fallen world;
the first human beings fell even though they were in the unstained Garden of Eden. Various
problems are involved here. The Blessed parents born in the fallen world, in spite of their
suffering, should make an unstained environment for their Blessed children. It is Father's thought
to prepare such an environment as quickly as possible for the second generation, no matter what
sacrifices are entailed. We have to hurry.

In order for you Americans to be liberated from the sinful world, you shouldn't have the concept
that you are American citizens. Instead of thinking that you are American or Korean, you should
have the concept that "I'm God's person, the object of Heaven." You should dedicate your life as
if you are sharpening a dagger to cut cruelly the sinful nature which permeates the customs and
habits of the fallen world, including the language, clothes, shoes and women's cosmetics. This
dedicated life can liberate the sinful world. There is no way to subjugate the sinful world unless
we get victory over the secular history, habits, and bad customs which pervade the environment.
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You will have to be liberated from such bad environmental conditions if you want to become a
true person, restore a true nation, and to go to the Kingdom of Heaven.

Your family shouldn't become secularized and slaves of habit. You shouldn't think, "Things will
be better in the future even though it's terrible now." You are to be perfect now; the present is the
problem. When the past and the present are perfect, the future will be perfect. Not having a
perfect day in the Garden of Eden is the evidence which corroborates the Fall. The place where
the past, the present and the future can be united into one is the ideal.

You should be able to offer the Present. God's desire is to set up the eternal stepping stone on
earth. This is the historical synthetic point.

If you lead one year with the standard of sincerity which you felt on God's Day, your daily life
will be influenced. Further, if you lead the family tradition with so sincere a heart, your offspring
will never diminish.

The reason for the destruction of the Israelites after they entered Canaan is that they become
routinized and their mental focus settled on the life of eating and luxury. The Israelites who
became wealthy even married Gentiles. They were after power and fond of knowledge. They
perished because they assimilated the ready-made Canaanite culture and sold the spirit of the
chosen ones to the Gentiles.
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Don't become a slave to bad habits. Habits are the worst illness. When you lead a habitual life
while rearing your children, habits become part of your body. You no longer find time for prayer
or special heartistic offerings in such an environment. There is no time for prayer when the
children make noise right beside you.

3) The Life of Husband and Wife in a Blessed Family

Blessed families should renounce the conventional concept of living. The ideal couple that God
originally desired was to return glory to God; instead, the fallen couple returned sadness to God.
There is the disloyalty of the archangel as well as the irresponsibility of Adam and Eve. The
archangel first was supposed to set up the condition of loyalty and filial piety to God, but he
failed to do so. Therefore, the restoration providence is to establish the conditions of loyalty,
filial piety and virtuous love.

Even though we as fallen people try establishing such conditions of love, we cannot reach the
original standard because the enemy interferes with our loyalty, filial piety and virtue. It's easy
for us to speak and think of being loyal to the nation, dutiful to our parents, and faithful to our
spouses, but the original loyalty, filial piety, and virtuous love are different from what we
imagine. That is why we need the central point.

Because God has been erecting the heartistic center of loyalty, filial piety, and virtuous love, all
religion and morality must follow this standard. All saints and Jesus have been trying to establish
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the family for the purpose of establishing the condition of loyalty, filial piety, and virtuous love.
God established the nation of Israel in order to look for such a family. Jesus could have made
Satan surrender if after establishing the morality of loyalty, filial piety, and virtuous love, he had
become the priest to expand such conditions. When children mature, they are to replace God's
doctrine with His presence.

Blessed families shouldn't fall behind anyone in establishing loyalty, filial piety, and virtuous
love. Loyalty, filial piety, and virtuous love start from the family. To be Blessed is to inherit
Father's wishes. In history there were families of loyalty and filial piety in front of God, but there
was no family of virtuous love. Man could not establish the condition of virtuous love until
God's Day came and Satan's accusation was overcome.

Men gathering here should love their wives more than any other husbands do in the world.
Women also should love their husbands more than any other wives do in the world. That is the
morality of love that the parents of the Blessed families should keep.

Blessed couples are to enter the Kingdom of Heaven when they accomplish horizontal love
centering on the foundation of vertical love.

When a husband or a wife can love his or her object as the representative of Heaven, earth, and
all humankind, that family can represent all Blessed families.
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The main thought of the Unification Church is, "Our family doesn't exist for the sake of our
family." It is conventional wisdom that women are to follow their husbands, but that doesn't
work in the Unification Church. The way of the virtuous women is to live for the nation,
abandoning husband and family members if they are centered on the family alone.

Set up the family tradition. Follow the way centering upon the one who stands straight in front of
God.

What kind of family is the exemplary family? When a family doesn't fulfill its mission, the
whole family will be troubled, and ancestors in the spirit world will not be able to cooperate.

When a family sets up the tradition as the substantiation of Jesus and the Holy Spirit, the national
and worldwide tradition can be established.

We shouldn't be sad when one of a couple who worked for the providence dies early.

Blessed members shouldn't lament if their husband or wife dies early. They shouldn't remarry;
otherwise, they will be punished by heavenly law in the spirit world. They must report in front of
God and follow what God directs them to do. But nowadays there are many who are not doing
so. What will be the result? It doesn't appear on earth, but you'll know when you go to the spirit
world. Such a person will stand in a position worse than Satan.
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Father knows all of your past experiences. If you ask me, I can tell you right away what
happened in your past. Would the bride and the bridegroom ask each other's past? Or would you
forget your past? Because Father decides to forget your past, you also should forget your past.

Blessed men should be completely one with Father. Then there is no connection with sin. You as
Father's incarnation should start your life in the subjective position; and the object, your wife,
should be one with the subject and absolutely obedient.

When you Blessed couples start a family, the husband should lead a public life and the wife
should be in charge of the family life. Will you be a representative and exemplary family?
"Moonies" are reflective, "Sunnies" are luminary, and "Kingies" are comprehensive. Therefore,
you should be Kingies, the comprehensive family. The ideal should be realized through God and
human beings.

A person who is in debt cannot flourish. A family member who likes to be indebted to others in
the family will be isolated. It is the principle of human life that if the family members are
indebted to someone else in the family more than to the parents, the parents will give all the
authority and power to that someone else. Neither wife nor husband should have any debt to the
other. The eternal peaceful world comes from the family in which no one wants to be indebted to
another.

When you work in an agricultural community, you are not to work alone. A husband and a wife
together are to report the day's schedule to God before going out to work, and they are to report
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to God after work, and then eat dinner. You should know how strict is the God-centered standard
of life.

There are regulations of family life for women and for men, respectively. Blessed families are to
systemize their lives with such great heavenly regulations; otherwise, they will be in trouble.

Give for the sake of family, nation, and world according to the principle of Three Objects. In
walking, men are to step right foot first and women are to step left foot first. Men are supposed
to sit to the East and women to the West. There is always a certain order for doing anything-an
order for setting the table; an order for hanging clothes.

Man is to look down upon woman from above, and woman is to look up to man from below.
Woman shouldn't look upstream at flowing water, but should look downstream. A woman
looking upstream is the type who will be good at playing with love.

Woman is to prepare the place for man to sit. When using a wardrobe, man is to use the right or
upper side and woman the left or lower side. Woman shouldn't put her skirt or underwear on the
man's upper clothes. The woman's clothes shouldn't be on the man's clothes.

The wife of a leader shouldn't nag her husband when he is about to leave for work in the
morning. The disturbing ripple effect from his heart created by his wife's nagging will disturb the
world and make it unclean. Woman should nag at night, and then all the problems should be
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solved overnight. A man should launch his battle plan every morning: the wife of such a husband
should wake up early and serve him well.

Women always should be beautiful, even if it requires using make-up and perfume. A wife
should not be indebted to her husband in emotional life, and she should always concern herself
with her husband's body and clothes. When a husband looks tired after working, she should
prepare water to wash his face, and toothpaste and toothbrush to brush his teeth, and she should
be able to wash his feet and comb his hair.

A woman's smile is the flower of the family. In order to establish a harmonious family, the
woman should be a first class actress in both comedy and tragedy. She should completely melt
her husband all the time, whether he is joyful or sad.

Woman should change her clothes and wash her hair at least once every three days. And always
smile. A smile is a mental flower. Always keep your flowers in bloom and give off a sweet
smell!

Woman should test her object's response to her hairstyle and make-up. Think of it as a hobby to
alter your external appearance if you cannot make your object joyful and attract him to you.
Mobilize all the artistic senses like a symphony. You may research woman's physiology by
looking at magazines or explain to him about literature after reading several books. Make your
husband live inside the width of your skirt like a baby.
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Once a man and a woman meet, they should be together holding each other's hands regardless of
going the way of death or life. As you are to go together, be smart and stylish.

After getting married, you cannot act in whatever way you want. Where must you go after
marriage? You are to take charge of God's love. Human beings are born separately as man and
woman because of love. Love is to be fruitful through a husband and a wife becoming one.

You are substantiations of God's love divided by His dual characteristics. Accordingly, to form a
harmonious union, you should look for God's love.

In order to encounter God's love, man and woman should be one in love. Unless man and woman
become one, there is no way to meet God's love. Meeting God's love compels us to stay in the
same position as God, and staying in the same position as God means standing in front of God.

When you become one centering upon God's love, on the foundation of complete oneness in
conjugal love, you are not only to reach God's position but to possess all of God's belongings.
The power of love is such an amazing force. You are to inherit the right of possessing all of
God's property and at the same time be permitted to participate in His authority.

If you focused on loving each other neglecting God's Will, you should feel shameful in front of
God. This is the life of Blessed families. If you lead your family looking after your own
happiness, your family will never develop. So, if something good happens in your family, it
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should be related to the nation, world and Heaven. The joy of the family should become the pride
of the nation, world and Heaven.

When they embrace and love their children, Blessed parents should know clearly the purpose for
which their children were born. They were born because of God; they were born through God's
bond. Even though you may have a secret talk with your precious husband or your precious wife,
you did not meet your spouse by your own decision. You met in the presence of heavenly law.
God intervened to create your meeting. So you should understand that the more you are
miserable, the more God is miserable.

4) The Providential Life of Blessed Families

The couple should know that they are the elements necessary for accomplishing the will of the
whole and God's Will. If the Blessed families live for the benefit and well-being of themselves,
not for God's Will, their children will be miserable.

Trying to follow the Will of God with the motive of fulfilling your own desire doesn't make you
go forward but rather makes you go backward. There are so many examples of this. You cannot
mix your individual desires into God's Will. If a husband and wife live for their own benefit and
desire even after the Blessing, they are merely a reappearance of the fallen Adam and Eve. The
Fall starts from greed. If the Blessing had been established in order that it surrender to your
subjectivity, the Blessing would be iniquitous.
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For what did you come to this mountain peak? If you came here to be successful by listening to
the words, you will perish. However, if you are here to become a plus to your village, nation,
world, and heaven by listening to the words, you came to the right place. Even though Father
appreciates you if you are here just to enjoy seeing him, that will flow away pretty soon. So you
should set up a clear standard to do any sort of work if it benefits God.

If a husband and wife set up the foundation of thorough heartistic oneness, inheriting God's
ideology, future descendants will praise them eternally. The standard of such praise shouldn't
remain in one nation, but it should be the heartistic pivotal point which can be pursued by the
whole world. In order to set up such a standard, your family should start with the determination
to overcome any difficult environment.

What road have you walked? If you have been busy taking care of your sons and daughters, you
won't be able to meet God in the spirit world. God lost the entire created world by losing human
beings. Therefore, even though you live with your sons and daughters, your mind should always
live to love God and to accomplish God's Will. If their parents died through persecution while
trying to accomplish God's Will, the sons and daughters will be proud of their parents' life.

You should know that the more miserable the place you enter, the closer God is with you.
Sometimes when I opened my eyes, a light was radiating in the sky. When God is with us, such
phenomena take place. What a beautiful panorama! There are so many handsome men and
beautiful women in the world, but they are nothing compared to such a scene. Such beauty can
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be seen only in the world of dreams. The place where beauty can be expressed completely is the
ideal world-the Kingdom of Heaven we all desire. If a person like Mr. Park here saw such a
phenomenon, he would forget to breathe out after once breathing in, keeping his mouth ajar in
deep wonderment.

When we silently sacrifice everything for the sake of God, He will protect us. God surely will be
at our side.

Your family should be the family of love, and you are to become the public husband and wife or
parents centering upon God's love. Don't be the personal husband and wife or parents centering
upon yourselves. Usually there is no public husband and wife, no public parents, and no public
sons and daughters in America. They are not walking the way of public love; instead they are
walking the way of private love, in which husband and wife's love, parents' love and children's
love is centered upon themselves. Such love destroys the nation and the world.

When you become the center of the world after loving and sacrificing for the sake of the world,
you automatically will be able to launch your individual love. Then God will love you.

A great person doesn't manage the household for only his or her own family or nation; rather he
or she manages the household for the world. Who could be a person greater than that? The
greatest is the one who is willing to manage God's household.
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In this respect, saints do not dream centering on the human household; they are the dreamers
whose center is God's household. The founders of the religions--including Jesus, Confucius,
Buddha and Mohammed--understood that Heaven is the origin of the ideal life, higher than the
human life. That's why they longed for the ideal.

You were called to the providence and received the Blessing. That was due to God's enormous
love: it was not earned by your will. You gained life for free due to God's unconditional love. So
all of you are heartistically indebted to God. Even though God doesn't ask you to pay this
heartistic debt, you have to participate in His situation and follow His will if you want to regard
yourselves as His children. Neither interests nor consequences may intervene in the parent/child
relationship. Only love can exist between them. Children don't work to pay their debt to their
parents. Instead, they participate in their parents' work because the parents' matters are the
children's matters.

We have to consider how much Blessed families have participated in Heavenly Father's
concerns. If Blessed families think Father's concerns have nothing to do with them, who will
inherit Father's work?

If you found Heavenly Father by joining the Unification Church and meeting Father, you should
be grateful. It was not easy at all to establish the Blessing in the course of the providence. It is
not just like some memorial celebrations or annual ceremonies. If you know the value of the
Blessing, you should be able to inherit Father's concerns and heart.
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A son born of a great father is responsible for succeeding with everything of his father's.

Everyone stands upon the same central point, but the horizontal expansion differs--from the
family level to the tribal, national or global levels. Father and you stand upon the same central
point. The center cannot be two. While Father has the global mission, you have the individual,
family, tribal or national mission. By making effort, you can extend your level to a broader
dimension.

What is your situation after receiving the Blessing? The world to which you have to go is the
world to which Father has to go. The nation to which Father has to go is the nation to which his
child has to go, is it not? Likewise, the glory that Father will enjoy is the glory that his child will
enjoy. Then, how much have you researched what Father is doing? Have you read Unification
News and Today's World all night to find out what is happening to Father and his family? How
many pages do you read when you receive those? You have read many worthless books linking
to Satan, and carried on worthless research on satanic matters, but how much have you
researched about Father? You do not have confidence.

You should know clearly whether or not you have lived for God's Will. There are people
watching how the Blessed families will become compared with non-Blessed families. When a
baby calls, "Father," God doesn't hear it as one baby's voice, but He hears it as the voice of all
babies.
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God gives us grace after a trial. When Father looks at my white hair, I feel sad at realizing that I
haven't done enough by the time of reaching this age. If Father shed tears ten times, you must
shed tears at least once. The blood, sweat and tears shed at the place where we meet Father are
different from the blood, sweat and tears shed by any other people in history. Let us shed tears by
meeting and embracing Father in the nation for which Father has been searching.

You shouldn't be the husband and the wife that you were when you didn't know the Principle. If
there's a way to receive grace and to inherit God, you should go forward interested in the greater
value of the ideal, even if you lose all of your assets. You'll be punished right away if you hide
some of your assets in a corner. That is like theft. Thieves who steal another's materials are to be
punished. It is a most frightening thing. It is a crime.

Your family shouldn't just exist for your own family but for three million people; your body is
not yours but is the one to go upward by representing three million people. In order to go this
way, you should leave to God everything to do with material things. That is what Father did.

The things that I possess are not mine but belong to God and the universe. All things of the
universe are to be resurrected, and you have to raise your children not as your own but with the
view that they belong to God and the universe. Husband and wife are not limited to being each
other's private possessions; they represent heaven and earth.
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Do not make effort just for your own family, but undertake great endeavors for the nation.
Because I treat you as people of character, you think I am the Teacher of the Unification Church
only; but I am not teaching one church alone. Wait ten years: you'll see what I mean.

Blessed families are precious. You should start in the same position as Adam and Eve in the
Garden of Eden. You ought to be starting without even clothes, like Adam and Eve, but you have
clothes. Did Adam and Eve wear clothes in the Garden of Eden? They hid their bodies with
nothing but leaves. They didn't have a house. In this respect, Blessed families nowadays cannot
say that they are suffering. Our Blessed families all have houses and clothes.

It is a greater Blessing to leave descendants who are determined and proud to gain providential
victories by the trillions than to sing joyful songs of blessing. If you came to the Unification
Church for your well-being, pack up right away and leave. Such self-centered motivation
destroys you. If you are worried about your children and your wife, God's dispensation will not
be accomplished. It will perish.

Did you join the Unification Church to eat three meals a day? You are not suffering for your
entire life in this church just for the sake of eating three meals a day. If your initial determination
to save the nation and live for righteousness was not a lie, you shouldn't hesitate to do anything.
Don't forget that you will turn into a pillar of salt if you hesitate owing to attachment to the past.

Do you think Father created the Unification Church and endured all the persecution and
accusations just so that he could have enough to eat? When I look back upon my life, there was
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not a single day when I ate enough and slept comfortably. In order not to forget the hunger that
others were experiencing, I intentionally starved myself and suffered. I couldn't allow my
stomach to be filled and myself to indulge in a comfortable life.

The people who died while trying to fill their own stomach cannot go to Kingdom of Heaven. If I
eat enough and sleep well, I will be indebted to all Unification Church members in the world.
Such a life is sin.

What's going to happen if you live for yourself? You will lose the world, nation and tribe. Can
the people who live for themselves have a family? No, they cannot have a public family. They
will completely perish because they won't have the nation and tribe. Where is the place for that
multitude to go? It is hell. There are many Unification Church members who will go to hell.
That's why you shouldn't live for yourself. You should pray about this matter. It is not time for
you to live for your individual self, but to live for the whole.

When you lead a thrifty life even though you have a lot to eat, and work hard for the world even
though you can survive comfortably without working, God will feel love and sympathy for you.

For example, let's say a wife suffers greatly for her husband. When they finally achieve the
purpose of the suffering and the husband occupies a glorious position, he will want to give credit
to his wife for the achievement.
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When a desirable purpose is accomplished by a family through the cooperation of all the family
members, the father will want to praise his children and give them the credit, and he will want to
stay in that position eternally. Likewise, when God has sons and daughters centering upon His
Will, He wants to praise them, give them the credit and stay with them eternally.

Some of you may desire to ask me to help pay your children's school tuition; however, Father is
thinking of the third-world countries where people are dying of starvation. That's why I prefer
not to wear neckties, or long underwear in winter. The people who are determined to liberate
their brothers and sisters, and are willing to be the next to die in order to do so, cannot die even if
they want to.

In the Old Testament age materials were offered, and in the New Testament age the son was
sacrificed. In the Completed Testament age parents go the way of sacrifice.

Your responsibility is so heavy. You were chosen earlier than others and received Father's love
and education. If you cannot fulfill your responsibility, you'll be accused throughout history. In
order not to be accused by your descendants, you'd better fulfill your given responsibility. Don't
reject suffering; go forward to establish the tradition by fulfilling your responsibility. You should
be the ancestors whom your descendants will praise throughout history with their heads down in
view of your heavenly results.

When the parents make serious effort not to be separated from the heavenly way, the children
will never be disobedient.
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5) Life of Faith of Blessed Families

How many Blessed families come earlier than service time and help prepare on Sundays? When
the sermon is about to start, after the singing of the holy songs, many enter church. How can we
call such people followers of God's Will? No matter how well they make excuses, they are living
a private life, not a public life. We expect no content from such people. You have to make a new
resolution for "thorough public life" and "exemplary private life" through this meeting.

Therefore, all the Blessed families should come to service earlier than the starting time and make
a grace-filled atmosphere for the many types of people who will attend the service. That makes
the heartistic foundation for the Regional Leader or minister who will give the sermon, and the
speaker will be stimulated by the attitude of the members yearning to listen. The number of such
active members determines the development of the church.

It is so precious to keep the public anniversaries or Holy Days of our church. If you don't
consider them as your very life, you will flunk the Blessing.
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You can't expect your children to grow well when you don't even keep morning Pledge Service
and Sunday Service. Therefore, you should establish the four-position foundation centering upon
Father. In order to set up descendants, parents should do well.

Let's stand in the straight line with God even at Pledge Service. That moment is truly serious.
You should repent if you are late even one second. Prepare holy candies and give them to the
children.

Sunday is the day to give the members what you planned and what you saved during the week. It
is the day to give something joyful to the members. And on Sundays, you are to share specially
prepared food with other families and praise your spouse.

Blessed families should teach their children how to offer the Sabbath day to God by showing
them an exemplary life: for example, preparing for Sunday Service from the break of day. But in
reality they do whatever they want to do. They don't pray, don't make special offerings, don't
study the Principle and don't witness in the name of a life of living faith. If the Sunday Service
starts at 10:30, they should leave for the church at 9:30 or 10:00. Instead of doing so, they leave
home late and attend service from the middle. Such a family will be accused. No matter how
much they educate their children, it won't influence them at all.

Parents should be a good example. They should show their children the practical life of faithprayer life and family service-on a more serious level than conventional church members. They
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should make children realize the importance of Pledge time. Holding Pledge Service is not
enough: they should teach their children to center upon God's Will.

At 5 a.m. on the first day of the month, each Blessed family is supposed to bow and pledge
toward the Headquarters with a joyful atmosphere. You are to bow and pledge at 5 a.m. on
Sundays; at that time you are to report all the contents of your life during the week. Sundays
should be the joyful day that you long to have come quickly.

The quickest way to set up the family tradition is to do it when Father is alive. Originally you are
supposed to shower every morning, bow and pledge to Father. Without setting up such a
tradition, your descendants will perish.

One old Blessed man died and his son seemed to feel sorry. The son realized that he never
bought even a bowl of noodles for his father when he was alive. The son realized this
immediately upon the father's death. It is fallen man's habit to have great regret after someone's
death.

Father felt so much emotion after attending the funeral. What will you do when Father goes to
spirit world?

When looking in the mirror, you should ask, "How much do these eyes shed tears of longing to
see Parents? How much does this mouth shout for Parents' liberation and the accomplishment of
the Will? How much do these hands shed blood working hard for Parents' nation? Have I worked
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on the foundation which Parents desire until my body collapsed?" When you can repent,
realizing that it creates resentment not to have done so, and then determine to look for such a
way, you are happy. Happiness lies in trying to go this way and in making the heartistic bond
with God. No one can subjugate such a person. Only the parents can move, inspire and make
such a person happy. And there is no one except the child who can make the parents happy. The
hope of the parents doesn't lie in themselves, but in their child.

In farming, it is the morality of heaven and earth to think, "I'll offer the product to my parents."
In love, everything becomes joyful and harmonized. But without love everything becomes
unhappy and a dreary wilderness. Is that not true? The problem lies here. You need to have a
heart so greatly burning to know anything concerning the True Parents and the church that you
come earliest to hear the church leaders give reports.

You'll get a perfect score if you can show all of your heart to Heavenly Father and the True
Parents even when you eat, drink, sit, stand or do any other such mundane things. Knowledge or
scholarly achievements don't guarantee you a perfect score. Maybe degrees such as a Ph.D. or
Master's are needed for the fight, but you don't live by them. Can you justify your life saying to
God, "I have a doctorate"? It is not needed. How can we pull God's love? The only way to move
God is to devote yourself with absolute seriousness. You must think of the True Parents first,
whatever you encounter.

When something good happens, a person of filial piety thinks of his parents first. To think of
husband or wife first is a fallen custom. Without buying something precious for parents, you
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cannot buy anything for your wife. Many of the 36 Couples should feel guilty. Before buying
new clothes for your wife, you should buy clothes for your parents. A wife cannot ask her
husband to buy certain clothes that she likes without buying for the parents first. Before buying
himself clothes, a husband should buy for his parents first and then for his wife. The same rule
applies to eating. You are to prepare a meal first to eat together with your parents.

The Kingdom of Heaven is not a difficult place; it is a place where we serve God and True
Parents and where we receive and give love. Parents want children to love each other. If you
have the title of a son of filial piety but are fighting with your brothers, the title is worthless. That
is why parents prefer you to love your brothers. People who love brothers and sisters more than
they love their parents can eternally live inside the boundary of the Kingdom of Heaven. People
who cannot love their brothers more than they do their parents are out of the dominion. By
knowing this fact, members should be one.

People who are always prepared to welcome brothers and sisters, waiting for them from morning
to night, will be Blessed. Since they know that their parents cannot visit all houses, they wait for
the heavenly brothers and sisters every day with a heart yearning to serve parents. Long ago
there was a similar custom in Korea. Families of the classical scholar rank kept a special room
for visitors. Such a custom can be seen only in Korea. Thus a heavenly regulation was shown
symbolically in the historical background of the satanic world.

But you may worry whether or not somebody is going to visit you. Do you want guests to visit
your house or not? (Yes.) How would you feel if Father visited your house everyday for three
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months? You would be tired of me. I have so many things to mention. What do you think? Is
Father stifled or not knowing exactly how you feel? You don't know your status at all. That's
why Father should educate you about such a matter.

6) Life Centering upon the Trinity

A trinity is made with three men or three women in our church. In order to attend the Lord, we
are creating the model to substitute for Adam's couple and their three sons and three daughtersin-law.

When such three people cannot become one, there is the possibility for more destruction.
Especially the three men should be united, spiritually and physically.

The foundation of the trinity shouldn't be limited to the present but should transcend time and
make one subjective form. Otherwise, you'll be ashamed of standing in front of the Lord at the
Second Coming. If the three people in oneness make a principled stepping stone, in other words
if the trinity is absolutely determined not to change, God will accomplish His will. In order to
prepare this foundation, Father organized trinities.
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The Fall means the disunity of three brothers. That's why the Kingdom of Heaven cannot be
established unless three brothers in unity manage one household according to the Principle of
Restoration.

If the members of a trinity cannot make mental unity, they cannot go to the Kingdom of Heaven.
The ideology of the Unification Church starts from here. The three who cannot be united
mentally cannot register in the Kingdom of Heaven and cannot even look around it. Then
centering upon the oneness of the three, the minds of twelve people should be united into one.

You cannot go the way of faith alone. You need a like-minded friend in faith. More than three
people should be one. That's why a trinity is needed. The subject of human character, God, also
wants the triple standard. God cannot teach human beings directly when they make mistakes. He
cannot teach us vertically. But if three people become one, when one makes a mistake and the
other two don't, He can instruct the mistaken one about what he did wrong. That's the reason God
sent Jesus and the Holy Spirit.

Grace comes quickly when more than three people pray in the mountains. After prayer the three
should discuss with one another. But if they discuss with others, Satan will invade.

When there's a beautiful unity of the three in a true sense and people surrounding them become
envious of them, God's Will automatically multiplies. The new bud will blossom when there's
unity among the three, even without God's help.
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Three people together can do anything, even in the outside world. Eight members should move
together in our church. When a leader, leader's wife, three men and three women are one in a
church, nothing can destroy it. This is an iron rule. Because everyone has the mission to prepare
this restored form, Father organized trinities.

In order to set up a four-position foundation, a form centering upon the horizontal foundation
should be ready: people, church, material and a family should be one in the social environment.
That's why the trinity is organized. The mission of the trinity is to be a good example in the
family and in the church, and to be responsible for the economy. The trinity should be
completely one. When there's a crack in the trinity, the ideology of the Kingdom of Heaven is
destroyed.

What should the trinity do? One representative family should be selected in each trinity. The
selected family is an absolute heavenly family of which God dreams. It represents Father's
family to the extent that other families should be absolutely obedient to this family. Such a
tradition should be established. The families in a trinity should sincerely devote themselves in
leading the church more than do church leaders. The family also should be more frugal than
others in dealing with material. Thus, our ideology aims toward the systematic formation of a
social system and economic structure.

The time will come to select a representative family. When selecting one family in a region, a
four-position foundation should be established centering upon this family. We are to go forward
centering upon the four-position foundation which can enable us to live together eternally.
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Right there, the Kingdom of Heaven on earth is to take place. That's the Principled world.
History developed in order to establish such a Kingdom of Heaven on earth. It is understandable
that Communists consider their party the absolute center, because everything develops through
one center. Communists live or die according to party orders.

You are to fulfill your mission and responsibility centering upon the same principle in your given
area. After receiving the Blessing, you must prepare to become a central family before your
descendants and heaven and earth.

You are to go forward with the conviction to establish a solid foundation for taking responsibility
as normal practice, in front of God, through your family. If you can do that, you will not deviate
from the living regulation centering upon the Principle.

Father organized many trinities. This was not centered upon the families themselves, but
centered upon Father. In fact, it is good to form a trinity with your spiritual children. Centering
upon Father, internally you form a father-son relationship. This is what Father thought of when
making trinities.

Blessed families should live by the organization of their trinity. When a son is born in one
family, a four-position foundation is established. If one of your trinity families doesn't have a
son, you should be able to send your son to this family. But when that family finally gives birth
to a son, you can bring your son back.
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If one family in a trinity cannot give birth to a child, the other families should give a child to the
family.

When one husband dies, the trinity should be responsible for the household of his family. From
now on, we are to manage three households together; we are not to live alone. When the time
comes, three households should be run together.

Consider Father's words as life itself. Be absolutely obedient. Originally the trinity should live
together more than three years. Even if they exchange children they should feel children as their
own. If you feel troubled about this, you will fail. Also, don't worry if a husband of one family in
the trinity dies. In that case, the remaining two families should be responsible.

When Satan recognizes the condition that I loved Cain as much as I loved Abel, then he will go
away. When rearing the babies of your trinity partners, you have to be two or three times more
devoted than with your own babies. If the trinity cannot make oneness, how can we create world
unity? Three nations should be one. You have to love the world more than you love the Lord.
Father received persecution from three nations, three ages and three sovereignties. The trinity is
one brother. Therefore, when the three families become one, they can hold ceremonies instead of
Father. If you neglect the trinity and just focus on your family's well-being, you will decline.
You shouldn't represent Father just in His name; rather you should represent Father in His
responsibility and heart.
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Originally one family of a trinity is to be responsible for three households, and the remaining two
families are to witness.

The Unification Church uses the term "family member". We are all brothers centering upon the
trinity. You should repent that you haven't fulfilled this.

Trinities should live together with deep feeling. The families in a trinity in turn should take
responsibility for the trinity household one year out of every three. Without establishing the
Kingdom of Heaven of the family, we cannot enter the Kingdom of Heaven. You are in the
position of the Messiah who can save the whole family.

Even though three couples have given birth to children, they should be able to rear them as one
couple. When you can do so, heartistic unification is possible. Likewise, Father's heart, Adam's
heart and Jesus' heart must be one. If the trinity cannot become like that, you will not be able to
stand in the Kingdom of Heaven.

Three families shouldn't fight one another, each centering upon their own children. If that occurs,
all should repent. You should be able to move twelve directions while living in one place.

Blessed families in a trinity should get in touch with one another at least once every three to four
weeks. You must live centering upon the four-position foundation.
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A family of a trinity should be in charge during one season: each family in turn should be the
responsible center for leading three families' living. If a family builds a house, it should be able
to accommodate three families. The trinity is absolutely necessary.

You should be a good example in church and on the economic stage, centering upon the trinity.
You should never be dominated by money. The nation which is dominated by money perishes.
Likewise, when a family deceives the nation in order to fulfill an individual's greed, the family
perishes.

Women are fickle, aren't they? Now is the time for them to be fickle for God. Women want only
to live with their spouses, right? Unless we destroy this standard, world unity is impossible. You
have to understand this point.

The reason that a clan cannot live together is because of the women. The daughter-in-law who
doesn't like her parents-in-law will be a miserable mother-in-law. This creates mutual sadness.
To solve this, everything should be reversed.

The three wives of a trinity should be one, so Father disciplines you right now to become one.
From now on, twelve families should live together in one house; and then 120 families or 1,200
families should live in one house. You must never fight each other, even though you live in the
same village. When fighting takes place, a tribal conference must be held to punish the ones who
fight. Such a time is coming.
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Father has disciplined you on a family level. Soon an apartment will come into being to train you
on the family level. It will be a modern dwelling, an apartment building. We will make a house
which can accommodate more than seven families, so that people can experience collective life
and modern life for several months. Such disciplining residential apartments will come about. Do
you understand?

All of you should graduate from such a training school. Three generations are to live together in
the apartment. They are to eat and study together. Eight members of a family are to enter the
Kingdom of Heaven centering upon the parents. Can a family having less than eight members
enter the Kingdom of Heaven?

How many people are there when you add parents and the trinity? (Eight.) Without setting up the
foundation for these eight family members to become one, you cannot enter the Kingdom of
Heaven. This is the Principle, isn't it? If that's the Principle, we should live according to it.

7) The Collective Life of the Blessed Families

The Unification Church teaches about parents in the place of God and the historically
unfortunate saints. If you have such parents, God is not needed and saints are not needed. We
don't lack anything when we have parents. By becoming one with your brothers and sisters after
completely restoring parents, new family members and a new family can start. Therefore, you
should create the trinity.
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All of you have spiritual parents. The spiritual parents have three spiritual children. You cannot
stand in the face of God's Will if you cannot be one with them. Do you know the trinity of your
spiritual parents? Did you become one with them? If not, you are a fake. You should create it
centering upon Father's family. Become one with those people as representing three siblings in
Father's family and make a sibling bond with Father's children, in a Cain and Abel relationship.
Is there anyone who cannot do that?

You wear warm clothes whenever you feel cold and you eat whenever you feel hungry, but have
you wondered if Father's children are hungry? There's a formula course for Father to pass
through before he can live with his children. Just serve for three years, absolutely serve!

You live centering upon yourselves like satanic babies. That's a serious problem. There are a
group of people who think, "We have nothing to do with God or Father or Regional Leaders; we
are now just suffering." Is there anyone here who thinks like that?

You should apply the Principle to everything. You are to start by relating things to the principled
foundation. To create a loving relationship with brothers or sisters, you need such a foundation.
"Family members" means "siblings." Jesus hasn't received parental love, a brother's love or the
love of relatives.
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Because you have family members, you should make an atmosphere for brothers and sisters to
give and receive love and live for one another. You should become such exemplary members.
You should become a man or woman whom all Unification Church members can worship. Have
you become such a person? All different kinds of people gather in this church, so there will be
ones who sell the name "members." If such people receive the Blessing, they will sell the name
"family." There are a group who are arrogant due to the Blessing that they received. Father didn't
suffer until now to create families of such low dimension.

The family is the basic unit representing the whole. The mistake of a family links to the mistake
of the whole; so while an individual mistake can be tolerated, the mistake of a family cannot be
tolerated. The heart to turn individual joy into joy for the whole should prevail.

When you establish concern, subjectivity and hope for the whole instead of for the individual,
you will harmonize with the bigger dimension. The family exists to save the whole. Therefore, a
family is like a power-transmission line. You should be able to harmonize with the whole
through the family. So the trinity should live in one house. It is time to reorganize the family
structure.

Even though you received persecution and were driven out of society because of the Unification
Church, you received better friends and brothers. In other words, you are given brothers through
the Blessing who don't have the same physical blood lineage.

The relatives in the Unification Church are the Blessed families.
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Twelve families should create a united form or structure. They should miss one another and want
to communicate.

From now on Father wants to hold family workshops. In entering modern life, Father wants to
buy a plot of land which can accommodate 100 houses and build an apartment house for
workshops to train people to live together. You have to think seriously how your actual life can
unite the internal and external standards that God wants your family to establish.

According to the Principle, when a Blessed family is united like an iron-clad bastion, it will stand
as the central nation which only God can subjugate, and will begin to move the world anew with
its fortune.

The Blessed families are to create one vertical ground with a strong bond of blood and flesh.
They should be able to say to each other, "I cannot exist without you and you cannot exist
without me." So the families with Unificationism try to make God's glorious ground in complete
unity. Each family willingly wants to be the fertilizer for that field. Such a fertile ground of life is
an object of pride.
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